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Arlansa~ Bapti t
OCTOBER 24, 1963

personally speaking

everybody else-certainly our fellow Baptiststhe same privilege.
Right! Right t

IN THIS ISSUE:
UNITED Nations Day is being observed today ·
and the Editor takes a thoughtful look at the work
the UN is doing, at the efforts to discredit the
organization and at the reasons for its ''inestimable
value''
to the world. See page· 3'.~ .
hat's sauce for the goose is sauce for "the gander" is a favorite e~pressiqJ;J. of the womenfolks, especially since they have. come into a day
NO CHURCH can afford to.damage its witness
of . equal rights-cigarette inhaling; pants . wear- by submitting to the exploitation of power-hungry
politicians, says Charles Welborn, Duke Divinity
··
ing, gainful ·employment, etc., etc.
But when you consid~r the basic philosophy of School doctoral student, on page 8. "Is 'the Church
this barb, you see that it is something a lot of us a Donkey or Elephant 1'' is the second of a series
on forces seeking to use the churches.
Baptists might give pause to with profit.
.
One of my preacher frie.n ds tells of something
AMERICA'S foremost space scientist, Dr..
that happened to him early in his ministry. He
W
ernher
von Braun, says that religion has to be
had just started sen:r.ing. as pastor of a church. in
a city not too far from one of our Baptist semina- backed up by discipline and effort. The moral and
ries. Following a Sunday Morning -service, as he ethical climate needed in the space age'to use power ·
was standing at the front of the church. to give wisely calls for prayer, he believes. Read histhe people the old pastoral gladhand,. a retired " Prayer Can -Be Hard Work" on page ~0.
Seminary professor, with a not-too-friendly gleam
.A FULIJ prp,gram is ·bel.ng planned for Southin his eye, started to speak a few words of strong
ern Baptists attendi:p.g the ).964 convention at At- ·
counsel to the pastor.
The pastor discreetly suggested that he would lantic City. The first tentative plans are outlined .
talk with the professor a little later, and went on for you o'n page 15.
greeting the people.
READ about the far-reaching plans of Arkansas
When the crowd had cleared· out, the p_a stor
walked ove~ to the waiting professor with some- Baptist Hospital to "establish a mental health unit,
·
thing like, ''Now, what was it · you' wanted to tell page5.
me!"
.
' .
Cover story, page 18.
Th;is was all it took to launch the prof~ssor on
quite a spiel of what all the preacher had said
in his sermqn that the professor did not like.
I.L
MEMBER:
''One nice thing about being Baptist is that you
~lfn'illf Southern
Baptist Preas ASI'ft
have the right and privilege to your own opinions,"
lit. Dflyllfl,
Aseodated Church Preas
Evangelical -Preaa . A,i•n
replied the pastor. And while the professor was . ~01.8
nodding his head vigorously, the pastor added:'' But
October 24, 1963
Vol. 62, Number 42
if you are going to be Baptistic and contend ~or
Edit01·,
ERWIH
L.
MCDONALD, Litt. D~
your right to your own personal views, you must
Associate
Edit'o1·,
MRS. E ·. F. STOKES
allow me the right to have my own views." ·
Managing
Edito1·,
MRS. TED WooDS
The professor got the point. "That's reasonable
Field/
Representative,
J. I: CossEY
enough,'' he replied, slapping the young pastor on·
Secreta?'1f
t6
Edito?·,
MRS. HARRY GIBERSON
the back good naturedly. ,
.
.
Mail Cle1·k, MRS. WELDON TAYLOR.
After that, the professor had occasional sugges401 West Capitol
tions, but he always made them .in the right spirit .
Little Rock, Arl<ansu
,
'
'Publls'hed
·weekly
except
on
July
4
and
December 26.
and the preacher was able to .acc.e pt many of them
Second-class puoiiage · paid at Llttl•• Rock, Arkansas.
.
Individual
oubecl'lption,
$2.26
per
year.
Church
Budget,
14
cents
per month
that he could not have a~pted un~er the o~q stiffor $1.68 per year pel' church family. Club plan ( 10 or more paid
annually
in
advance)
$1.76
per
year.
Subscriptions
to forelgl)
arm approach.
.
• • • • addres•. $3.76 per year. Advertising rates on request.
Articles
C!lrryin!f
the
author"•
by-line
tlo
not
necessarily
refleet
Well, if you and I are gomg to contend for
'the editorial policy of the paper.
Abbfevin~i9ns used in crediting news item•: BP Baptist Press: CB Chureb
our right- to tliink for ourselves, w.e mu_st allow
Bulletin : DP Doily Press; EP Evangelical Praa.

.
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welfare among the nations of the world.
Recently there have been sporadic efforts to
discredit th'e· UN. There are those who feel the
e ·
United States is compromising her position as a
democracy an,d ''a Christian nation'' .by entering
N Monday of ne;xt .week the executive board into any kind ef organization with other nations,
of the State Convention will have before it particularly the totalitarian, anti-democratic naone of the most important proposals of recent tions. There are hard words being expressed
years, as· the administrators of Arkansas Baptist against ''co-existence.'' Following the recent
Hospital presep.t plans for a new $1.5 million men- agreement by the United States, ·Britain, and the
tal health unit. The importance state Baptist United Soviet 'States of Russia on the banning of
'leaders attach to the proposal is seen in the fact ab9ve-the-earth nuclear . testing-something heartthat the executive board is being asked to meet ily promoted by UN-some have said that we have
.
in special session jlist one week ahead of its "given in to Russia." ·
regular meeting at the opening of the State Con.:
Someone said the other day that the United
vention 's annual sessions, here at Immanuel States had compromised her Christian principles
Church;
by giving in to the demands of Russia, an atheistic
(For a news article dealing with the Hospital government, that the, sessions of the UN not be
prop·osal, see page 5.)
opened with oral prayer. (This, incidentally, is
The plans are not as precipitate as might reminiscent of the accusation&hurled at the Lord
appear, for Iio one could come up with such ex- hiinself as he was accused of ''eating with publicans
tensive and far-reaching proposals as the Hospital and sinners.) ''
Christians cannot impose their Christianity
has without long and careful study. A part of the
picture is the limited psychiatric care that has been upon non-Christians. And a democracy, such as the
provided at the Hospital for the past seven years. United States, cannot impose its democracy upon
(Baptist Hospital was the first private hopsital of totalitarian states. But Christians and those with
the state to. enter this field and now is the only democratic convictiQns and ideals must live_;_if
such hospital having this type of healing program.) they live-with non-Christians and those who do
Pointing to the urgency of enlarging the facil- not believe in democracy. And the UN is the best
ities and program in the mental health field, the demonstration we have of the fact that there is
Hospital's administrator, ' John Gilhreath,. said much that can be achieved in the interest of buildthat Arka:qs_~s has a severe shortage of psychia- · ing a better world through such an organization
trists, partly .b ecause hospital facilities for private as this. This is not necessarily to elevate a manmental patients are so limited. He also pointed to made organization unduly any more than having
'' ntany new developments in the field\ particularly local, state, and national government does this. We
in the . area of rehabilitation'' which call for can still as ·christians give God first place in our
broadening the services to make them available to hearts while working for the be.s t possible relations
more patients.
with other people.
Space does not allow a full-scale· confrontal
While the final approval of the new unit would
'have to come from action by the State Convention, here of all the objections that· have been raised to
its presentation to the full state b9ard under cir- UN. Suffice it to say that UN is of inestimaple
cumstances that will permit an extensive and un- value
to the nations of the world' for at least three
.
hurried coB.sideration, ahead of the annual meeting reasons:
.
1. It provides a place of debate-a center for
of the Convention, would seem to be the proper
approach. Since the state board is made up of pubicity, education and persuasion-a forum
Baptist pastors and other leaders from all sections which the weak as well as the strong can make
of the state, its decision on the plans ·wm be of their cases ;
great import.-ELM
2. It.is a place fot negotiation-a standing diplomatic conference where -the peaceful settlement
of disputes can be sought through quiet diplomacy;
3. It is a place .for action - an international
!\
executive-a vehicle fOJ; doing things rather than
ODAY is being observed across the nation as merely talking about them.
United Nations Day. This gives occasion for ·
Not too generally known is the · fact that the
a new look at this internation~l organization for UN. helps, to the
tune. of $300 million a year, the
.

• 1 proposa1 .,
T h H OSptta

0

United Nations bay

T
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less-developed countries of the world, in the healing
of the sick, the feeding of the hungry, and the teaching of illit~r~tes. The UN also assists in the setting
of standards for workers in factories, for air and
ocean transport, and for peaceful uses of atomic
energy.-ELM

This e,ditor ·is definitely in agreement. Based
on the sorry, distasteful performance of the highlytouted ''Nation's No. 1 TV attraction, '' as Granny,
Elly May a~d Jethro performed on Friday night
of the rodeo, the night that my wife and I attended,
I wrote the following in my personal diary for the
day:
" ...We were greatly disappointed wit~ the
, performance of the Bev~rly Hillbillies. They put
FROM-the-People letter in the Arkansas Ga- on a regular burlesque _performance. Grann.Y
zette .(Oct. 17) makes some timely comments really salted down the corn."
on the appearance· here recently of a part of the
Wk · paid our money and went to the show exBeverly Hillbillies troupe at the Arkansas Live- pecting corn, but Granny deliberately. kept salting
stock Show r'odeo. The letter follows:
the corn over and over. And nothing is so unappe"I took my near-five-year-old son to the live- · tizing to me as corn soaked in brine.
1
stock show rodeo. I was chagrinned and disapThe 1963· liv:estock show is over. Nothing can
pointed with the Beverly Hillbillies' performance. be done about it now. But . whoever arranges for
It was definitely attuned toward a night club th~ entertainm~nt for future shows might be more
crowd and ·not toward a large group of teenagers on his or their· toes to guard against further night
and child,ren who were present. Their jokes were club-type performances. There's more than enough
in bad taste and their act was in no way in keeping pf that in this morally topsy-turvy wd.rld· without
with their television show.
setting the stage for it at what ·could and should
"I am wond~ring if others are in agreement be a great all-family occasion, the annual rodeo.
with me.'''
-ELM

Beverly Hillbillies

A

TO · TH .E EDITOR

the_people SPEAK
'rHE spelling 11nd senteace structure in this
departmel)t are those of the writers. The only
editing of letters to the editor is the writing of '
headlines and, occasionally, deletion of parts that
are not regarded as essential.
j\

Two-dollar editorials
ONE of your editorials is worth the
price of the Newsmagazine. I like your
sense of humor and usually get a chuckle
or tw'o from your editorials. I am waiting the arrival of each issue, sit down
and read it from cover to cover, when
I receive it. I · also enjoy kearing you
speak, very much. . •
I can't understand people who don't
want to read and keep up with what,. goes
on in the world.-Hazel Kuhn, Caraway

join me in this expression of apprecia~
tion to you for your part in Woman's
Missionary Union's 76th Anniversary.
Though Mrs. F~ing was not our·president
during the anniversary year, I am sure
she would like also to ,be \ included, in
our f'thank you." Mrs. Fling is no
stranger to WMU and is going to give
us fine leadership. I hope she will have
opportunities to become acquainted
with you through your papers and
personally.-Alma Hunt, Executive Secretary, ·woman's Missionary Union,
Birmingham, Ala.

The Bumpus' report

WE were not able to get .out one
of our letters to give you our address
just before leaving the field as we did
WMU anniversary
last furlough and for that reason some
of you have had trouble contacting us.
On Monday of this week we blew out · Our address during our furlbugh, is
the candles on our 76th Anniversary below and out phone is UNion 2•4076,
caker In many respects we had a won- Zone Code 601. We have already b'een
derful anniversary ·year. You editors busy with speaking engagements with
did much ,to keep our goals and plans our calendar rapidly filling up :(or the
in the minds of Southern Baptists. rest of .19.63, with a few ,Sundays and
These could not have been executed as some week nights still open.
successfully as they were without
Some of you may kno:w we had
your co-operation. Your interest in planned to visit Charleta and Alex
many instances led you to do far more Garner and family in Argentina. This
than carry the articles requested.
is Frances' .sister and family, if you
Mrs. Mathis and m~mbers of our staff may not know. We l~t Rio de Janeiro
Page Four

July 12 and flew to Buenos Aires to
visit with the Garners. We attended a
portion of the night session of their
mission meeting and the next afternoon
drove to Santa Fe, about a ten hour
trip, where the Garners live. We had
a very enjoyable visit with them until
about 9:00 p.m. on Tue!Jday the 24th
and rode ·a bus until ~ :30 the next
morning to get ba~k to BA to catch our
plane at 11 :00 a,m, The plane left on
time and after stopping : in Assi.mciqn,
Paraquay; La Paz, :Qolivia; Lima, Peru;
Guayaquil, Columbia and Panama City
we landed in Miami at 6:00 a.m. July
26th. Our plane left Miami at 7 :·30 and
an hour and forty minutes later we were
in New Orleans. We rented a car and at
10:00 we were on our way again, arriving in El Dorado, Arkansas about
6:00 p.m. where we checked into a motel
and slept in a bed for the first time
since Monday night. A!ter checking
into the- schooling and housing situa_.- tion we drove on· to Stuttgart on Saturday to be with my people. After a week
we went on to Tulsa ·to visit Frances'
mother and on to Oklahoma City to
visit relatives there. Then we went to
Glorieta for Foreign Missions . Week
where we had a very good time. Now
the children are in school. Linda is in
High School and it looks , like she may
graduate this year. La Donna is in the
6th and Larry is in the l!nd. They are
both in the same school.
It is good, to be back and we are
· having a good time seeing old friends
and meeting new ones. Y/e are especially grateful to the ·members of Second
Baptist Church here in El Dorado, who
have been so gracious in !helping us to
furnish our house. We are looking for( Continued on page 23)
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$1.5 Million unit
for Baptist hospital
proposed to Board .
The executive board of the Ar"
kansas Baptist State Convention
has been ·called to meet in special
session at 10:30 a.m., next Monday
(Oct." 28) to consider plans for a
$1.5 million mental health unit· for
Arkansas Baptist Hospital.
The proposed new unit would be
housed in a two-story structure,
across Marshall street from the
present hospital, on property to be
cleared by the Urban Revewal program. It would provide accommodations for a- total of 87 patients.
Facilities are planned also for
day patients who would stay for ,
treatment during the day but
would be dismissed at night; and
also for out-patients who would
come for only a few hours a day.
Since many of the mental problems patients have stem fromenvironment, classrooms for the
instruction of the famil\es of patients would be included in the
mental-health unit, John Gilbreath, administrator of the hospital, said.
Ray Wilson, president of the
hospital's board, said that present
J. T: MIDKIFF, Southern College '[Yrofessor and director of Baptist Student
psychiatric facilities at the hospi- Union
on the campus, greets JOir'1'ell McCracken, president of Word Record Compa11f1/
tal are overcrowded and that as he arrives to participate in the college's recent BSU Religious Empkasis Wf!'ek.
many patients have had to be Also participating in tke week were Dr. Phil Lett, Operating Manager of Defense
placed on a waiting list. He said Engineer for Chrysler Corpor.ation; Maurice Little, investment broker of Mag11iQ]ia;
that after treatment here they Rev. and Mrs. J. H. Street of Little Rock; Mrs. R.' L. Crozier of West Plains,
Mo.; Dr. Joe Hall Morris, oral surgeon, Memphis, Tenn.; Rev. Walter YeldeU ·.Of
must be sent out of the state for Hot
S'[Yrings; fJnd Rev. Lel4'1Ul Hall of Bolitvar, Mo. Tke annual event is platnned
rehabilitation and long-term ther- and sponsored by tke State Student 0 flice.
apy, since there is no adequate
facility now in the state.
Floyd Titsworth moves
Under the new-unit plans, a pa" News about missionaries
tient would progress from one unit
to another until he is well. To aid
.MR. and Mrs. J. Frederick Spann,
GRACE Church, Shelbiana, Ky., welin the rehabilitation of the men- .Southern Baptist missionaries to North comed
Rev. Floyd Titsworth as its new
tally sick patient, the new unit Brazil, have completed initial language minister, Oct. 13. A native of Van Buren.
would have .a large occupational study in Campinas, 'SaQ ·Paulo, and moved Mr. Titsworth was graduated from the
ther~py department, a gymnasi- to Recife, Pernambuco, where he is University ,of Arkansas and received his
teaching in the North 'Brazil Baptist B. D. from Southern Seminary, Louisum, an indoor-outdoor swirimling Theological Seminary, Their address is ville,
in 1959. He was formerly the.
pool opening by glass doors onto Caiza Postal 221, Recife, Pernambuco, pastor of the First Church, .!flou~ie
a patio, a physical therapy depa~ Brazil. Both are natives of Arkansas, (Knott County), Ky.
he of Levy and she, the former Bettye
Pastor and :Mrs. Titsworth (nee Mary
ment, a .music therapy room, a Brawner,
of Colt.
lda Campbell) have two children: Connie
barber shop, beauty shop and a
Ruth, 4, and Mark, 11 months.-Reporter
small tutor room so that teenaged
ALAN Ju'dson, fifth child of Rev. and
patients 'could' keep up with their Mrs. Russell L. LoCke; Southern Baptist
studies.
·
MISS Amanda Tinkle, Southern Bapmissionaries to Nigeria, was bol'n Sept.
Th~ final decision would be· 14. The Loekes may be addressed at tist -missionary to Nigeria, has moved
Ogbomosho to .Shaki, where her
made by the State Convention·, pos- Box 182, Owem; Nigeria, We's t Africa. from
Mr. Locke is· a native of San Diego, address is Box 43, Shaki, via Oyo, Nisibly at the meeting here, Nov. Calif.; Mrs. Locke is. the former Veda geria, West Africa. She is a native of
4-6.

ocroaeR 24, 19.6 3

Williams, of Shirley, Ark.

Bent,on.

·
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Courtship, Marriage and the Home

Wha.t is your

P.R.?

pect a lot of credit for it?

12. Have I the courage to stand
alone for what is right and the
sense to avoid critical attitudes
toward those who don't?
13. Do I live by wholesome sex
principles?
·
14. (a) Have I friends among
my own sex?
(b) Am I able to have
friends among the opposite sex
without falling in love with every
guy (or gal) I date?
15~ Do I accept gifts and compliments with sincere appreciation, but without fawning?
. 16, Is courtesy of speech and
manner ; considerateness.of others
natural with me?
17. Am I able to make decisions,
choices, and stick to them?
18. Do I place such high evaluation upon the time and importance
of other people that I am on time
for my engagements and appointments with them?
Or do I feel that I am important
enough to justify inconvenience to
others-individuals or groups?
19. Am I conscientiously working toward the mastery of '- few
skills rather than "spreading :dlYself so thin" as to be only mediocre in many things?
20. ·Am I willing to pay the price
to find and to fulfill God's purpose in my life?
Recent engagements on three
different college campuses in our
state have put me in fresh touch
with problems students are facing
and questions they are . asking.
This week's column is response to
a request from one conference
group. Other student requests and
suggestions will be treated from
time to time in the weeks ahead.

fare of other people?
2. (a) Do I have a patient attitude toward the short-comings,
mannerisms, peculiarities of othWha.t is 'your P. R.?
ers?
Tests · and measurements occupy,
(b) Do I recognize and work
a place right at the center of to,. constructively upon my own?
day's · living.
3. Am I able to rejoice in the
One's aptitudes, intelligence achievements and successes of
quotient, creativity dimensions, others?
and health condition may be__ Or am I given to back-biting?
4. Have I learned that my commeasured scientifically and with a
fair degree of accuracy.
petition· is not against other peoThere is still another meas- pie but against my own maximum
urement that is of vital impor- capacity?
tance : Personality Rating.
5. Can I, and do l , hide my disOne's personality includes one's appointments and hurts; and keep
·
identity and individuality; one's my chin up.
"habitual patterns and qualities
6. Am I a good listener?
of behavior as expressed by phyOr do I · think and talk only
sical and mental activities and about my own affairs and the
attitudes."
things that interest me?
7. Do I have within me the
The only real security one ha.s,
say family specialists, is from quality of loyalty in friendship?
within the personality.
' Have I the capacity to appreciate
Many a person is missing OP- people for what they are rather
portunities to utilize his I.Q. in than for their degree of popularfull degree because development of ity, wealth, standing . . . ?
his personality has been neglected.
8. Do I accept in good spirit
Persistent choruses about per- constructive criticism and profit
·
suasive salesmanship have almost by it?
drowned out the basic melody of
Or am ' I touchy? Do I harbor
character quality.
prejudice ·against people who augEver so effervescent a person- gest improvements that might be
ality that is lacking in the sturdy made in me?
element of character will prod'uce
9. Do I avoid gossip? Careless,
an unsatisfactory life consequence. cheap talk?
10. Do I recognize the possibilRegular perspnality inventories deserve to be 'booked along ity· that others may ·be right, and
with scheduled health check-ups that I' may be wrong?
and periodic intelligence measure11. (a) Will I go out of my way
cL
to do a kindness for another ·perments.
Mrs. J. H. Street
How do you score, by honest son?
(b) Are such incidents so
answers to this check-list? ·
[Mail should be addreued to
1. Am I honestly, genuinely in- rare with me that I feel very Mrs. Street at No. 3 Fa.irnunct,
terested in the happines~ and wei- pious after doing a favor and ex- Little Rock, A-rk.]

~t:..
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By BERNES K. SELPH. Th.D.
Pastor. 1st Baptist Church. Benton

Baptists and debts
Two years after the Arkansas
Baptist State Convention was organized it almost ceased doing
missionary w o r k
because of $400 in-·
debtedness.
The Convention
met 1 in 1850 at
Mt. Bethel church
near Arkadelphia.
It had been a good
year from a spiritual standpoint.
lA. SELPH
But the debt was
embarrassing and discouraging.
Because of the debt some leaders
wanted to give up missions for a
while and turn to education and
other matters.
-..
Anti-missionism, that had ravaged young state conventions in
other parts of the nation, reared
its ugly head witli the cry, "Don't
risk any ~ore debts. Go easy." No
doubt thdse favoring this view
· talked much about the unscripturalness of debts and the good name of
Baptists.
But missions won and the messengers, by alar~ ma.jority, voted
to employ Rev. Isaac Perkins as
general agent for 1850-51. But they
refused to 'employ more than one.
The report of the 1851 Convention showed meager results. Mr:
Perkins was again appointed general :agent. The brethren were disappointed with what had been
accomplished. The agent's wife had
died and her illness had prevented
some of the work being done on the
field. .
The emphasis in this Convention
was "The harvest truly is great but
the laborers are few." Many Baptist churches were without pastors.
The indebtedness still hung over the
Convention like a dark eloud.
But all was not dark. Quite a
number of country and small town
churches were organized that year.
It was ·good that our fathers were
concerned about paying their debts ;
perhaps they were unduly conOCTOBER 24. 1963

SUBSTITUTIONARY

ATONEMENT
By HERSCHEL .•
:

!

HOBBS.

- -:;::

Past President, Southern Baptist Convention
firs.tBaptist1Church, Okiahoma City, Oklahoma,
THIS means that in His atoning
This same truth is taught
death on the cross Christ died as a throughout the remainder of the
substitute for sinful man. He New Testament. .Paul says that
did ' for man what "Christ died for [huper] the unman or anything . godly" (Rom. 5 :6) ; "Christ died
else c~uld not do for [huper] our sins" (I Cor.
for him. The idea 15 :3) ; "For he hath made him
of substitution is ... sin for [huper] us ... "
clearly taught in (II Cor. 5 :21); "Who gave himthe animal sacri-· self a ransom tor [huper] all" (I
fices of the Old Tim. 2:6).
The author of Hebrews says that .
Testament · ( ~
Day
of
·AtoneJesus
tasted "death for [huper]
DR. HOBBS
ment, Lev. 16), every :rpa.n" (2 :9). I Peter 3:18
Isaiah 53:1-12 is truly a foregleam says, "For Christ also hath once
suffered for [huper] sins, the just
of Calvary.
The New Testament clearly sets for the unjust ..." And I John
forth this truth. This may be seen 3 :16 notes that "he laid down his
in two prepositions used with re- life fo'r [huper] us." It is unnecesspect to Cllrist's death: anti, over sary to multiply citati~ns.
against, instead of; huper, in }>el.
Now what is the meaning of
half of, in the place of~ For in- truth? It means that Christ bestance, the Son of man came "to came our ·substitute to do for us
give his life a ransom for [anti] that which we could not do for ourmany" (Mk. 10 :45). Or "." .. my selves. As sinners men live under
blood, which is shed for [huper] the "sin-death principle" (Mulyou" (Lk. 22:20); " ..• my flesh, lins) which they Ca.nnot break. In
which I will give for [huper]the His death and resurrection Chr{st
life of the world'' (John 6 :51) ; broke the reign of this principle
".. . . I lay down ID!Y Hfe for and delivered man from it. He
[huper] the sheep" (Jn. 10 :15). stood over against [anti] us in orCaiaphas unknowingly expressed der to do this. Furthermore, man
this idea when he said, " ••. it is in his sin is under the condemnaexpedient for us, that one man tion of a righteous God. Christ took
should die for [huper] the people, this condemnation on Himself
and that the whole nation· perish [huper]. Thi~ word means "over"
or "abOve." Thayer notes that it
not" (Jn. 11 :50).
carries the idea of one standing or
bending over the one he would
shield. Thus Christ bent over us
cerned about the amount owed.
to receive in His body the punishThere was another bright pie- ment that was due to sinful man.
ture. Two associations-Bartholo- He became our substitute on the
mew and Independence-were or- cross as He died. He became our
ganized that year. They would be substitute as He rose again prostrong supporters of the Conven- viding life which we could not
tion in years to come. The brethren achieve for ourselves.
Yes, Jeaus Christ is the Substicould not see this at that time. But
. their persistence to hold on would tute. But He is Substitute in fact
be their strength and basis for only for those who believe in Him
·
(John 3 :16).
victory.
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BECAME very dissatisfied
with my car after constantly
paying large· repair 'bills over the
past three years. I even threat._
ened (silently) to leave it parked
near a cliff I in neutral.
'
When the: car marketing manager mailed ·:me a card-size questionnaire asking if I was pleased
with their product, and if in the
futur~ I would probably purchase '
another of their brand, I took some
revenge in venting my hostility
with a resounding NO.
·

I

of a considerate customer, · who leave Southern Baptist churche
would be willing, at least~ to re- and join other denominations in
think the matter and look wit~ single year.
favor upon the possibility of purchasing another of their automoLet me explain in detail. Th
biles.
number of baptisms in 1962 wa
381,610. The net new membershi~
I was amazed to think that one gain
for the year was 214,564.
of the top three automobile manu- Therefore,
the difference betwee
After several weeks a letter ar- facturers in the world, producing
381,610
and
214,564 is a little
rived from the Customer Liaison more than seven million automoSection of :the district office of . biles a year, was concerned enough . under 167,000 ;, that could be acthis major automobile organiza- over one unhappy customer, would counted for largely by (1) deaths,
tion. I was· notified that one of go to the bother of sending a rep- (2) loss to other denominations,
their representatives would · con- resentative over a hundred miles , and ( 3) removal from roll for mi
tact me to discuss my complaint. in an attempt to .keep a potential cellaneous reasons (e.g. those who
couldn't be located). If the United
I was waiting on him when he buyer satisfied with their product. States death rate were applieable
came. I dug up my car mainten_ance
During the course of our conver- to our membership, perhaps there
bills and had my sleeves rolled up sation, the man from customer re- were 100,000 to 110,000 church
to present my case. The very .per- lations gave me some startling membership losses by death last
sonable and highly trained gentle- facts about his work. He was ·one year. This would give, then, a
man, whose calling card identified of over 300 travelling personnel, rough estimate of 57,000 to 67,000
him as a customer relations ·rep- . and expenses, establishing satis- for those lost by other reasons,
resentative, inunediately disarmed factory customer relations.
including those joining other deme by thanldng me for answering
.
.
nominations.
Just ~ .thmk, a company Wl~htheir questionnaire. He proceeded
to discuss, in a patient and under- ·many millions of c~stomers. ~as
Imagine! 50,000 or more of
standing :way, my complaint. His .c~n~rned enough 'Ylth ?ne lDSlJr- "diss·a~isfied customer~;· a ~~ar
kindness and coneern, along with mf1cant owner to look h1.m up and ch~n~ng to some other bran~ of
some financilll adjustment, helped try.~ change a compl.amt mto a ' rellg1~n, some of them drastl~ally
change my chroni~attitude to that ~atlsf1ed customer agam.
opposite the fundamental teachmgs
't
d
to
that
Then 1 ooourre
me
we qf. the New Testament.
We who are "representatives"
have the same basic problem as
Southern Baptists in maintaining of the greatest business in the
satisfactory "customer relations." world, our Father's business, .ofttimes do not bother 'to . try and
Using a system of deduction, an make an "adjustment" and ke~p a
educated guess could be ventured "satisfied customer." We have
. that as many as 50,000 members shown little or no concern over the
loss of one chronic; after all, we
have ten million more across the
convention territo-ry.
,,
If a major automobile company,
that sells millions of cars around
the world, cares enough abou't one
little man at the forks of the road,
that uses their producl, how much
more ought we to care about a
living soul that has strayed from
the fold of the New Testament
church that Jesus purchased with
His own blood?
I

7 '1-4~4-,6'1-Ht-t

dt4,4,4tt4,lte d
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By Jack Golledge
·tucson, Arizona
.Pa e Nine

seeking to organize churches in support
of their programs.
Recently, for inatance, some Southern
Baptist churches have given their Sunday
school and Training Union periods, and
sometimes the worship service itself, to
these radical groups, spouting extremist
propaganda.

~~-!II:~~~_
.A,~

1;f 0 WHAT extent . should Baptist

W churches get involved in partisan
politics? With the next national election
Dot far off, what lessons can be learned
from viewing in retrospect the 1960
election?
We are still close enough to the 1960
election to view the circums,l:ances at
close hand. Though the religious issue
was repudiated by the major candidates,
the undeniable facta are that both
parties used it as a vote-getting device.

The Democrats were delighted by the
mass Catholic 13upport of their Catholic
candidate. In addition, they angled for
sympathetic votes by emphasizing' that
their candidate was the target of
bigotry.
On the other hand, the Republicans
were delighted to pick up a strong antiCatholic vote. They capitalized on this
factor in Pl&nY areas, particularly in the
South.
Unfortunately, some Baptist churches
thus became involved, however unwittingly, in partisan politics. What some
Baptists fail to reali~e is that the more
reactionary Roman Catholic elements
woull like nothing };letter than to see a
political party or movement identified
aa "Baptist,'' "Protestant:• or "anti·
Catholic" rise to prominence in this
country.

Baptist preachers ~nd laymen who,
with good intentions, allow churches and
congregations to be exploited by partisan political groups would do well to
consider European political h.i story.

(Editor's note: 1111 thM second of f..r
Mtiole11 on forces 11ee1Wng to u~ tM
ohiurcheB, the a.uthor diBCUBBes the plec.
of patrtistm politics Wt. the pulpit Cllld
p8W.)

By Charles Wellborn
Doctoral student
Duke Divinity School

The church.connected political party
has been part of the European scene for

,

sanction on ita activities.

centuries. ToJay, at least seven unofficial Roman Catholic parties participate
powerfully in the governments of Italy,
France, West .Germany, Belgium, the
Netherlands, Spain an~ Portugal.
In each case such church-identified
political activit)' produces much that
Baptists, with their strong emphasis
upon separation of church and state,
bitterly oppose.
·

The United Statea has largely been
spared such mixtures of church and
politics, except in isolated . local in·
stances.
In recent times the nearest that
American national politics baa come to
such patterns occurred in the presidential elections of 1928 and 1960. In both
cases, the problem· centered in the nomination of a Roman Catholic presidential
candidate 'by a major party.

Every Christian has a moral and
spiritual obligation to be a good citizen.
This involves intelligent consideration of
such civic activities as voting• party
membership, ·and candidate support.
But the lesson of· history is ~at, in
honest obedience ~ conscience, sincere
believers end up in ·widely diverse
political groupings. Such political differences are not tests of Christian fellowship and must not be allowed to divide ·
Christian brethren.
·
·
Democrats, Republicans, left-wingera,
right-wingera-these are paBSing political phenomena. As they come and go, the
churches are called to be God's instruments in the midst of them, proclaiming
the redemptive gospel of Jesus Chriat
and Hia judgment on a sinful world.
With such a mission, no church can
afford to damage its witness by submitting to the exploitation of powerhungry· politicians, whatever brand they
wear.

The eventual and inevitable political .
effect could be nothing but a gain in
American citizens are entitled to be-'
Catholic influence and the achievement lle'Ve politically as they choose. But
of many of the political aims of the Christians are not entitled to identify
Catholic hierarchy.
the gospel of .Jesus Chriat with any
partisan political program.
·
Perhaps the atmosphere in the
There is no "Christian• Party" and no
churches during the 1960 presidential
campaign ·made it easier for other polit- official Baptist candidate for any office.
ical, social and economic groups--each The Democratic Party is not dedicated
with ita own axe to grind-to move in. to the establishment of the Kingdom of
God, and the Republican Party ia not
In the -1980's, extreme leftist groups conducted in accordance with the Sermon
sought to ld~ntify their political philos- on the Mount.
ophy with that of Christianity; they
called on the churches to advance the
Americans for Democratic Action is
cause of ''Christian· aocialism.'' Today, not a Christian organization, and the
the pendulum bas swung and, in a aimilar John Birch Society is not entitled to
way, extreme right-wing radicals are claim God's ap,roval or ·the church'•
P~e
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~Prayer

can be hard work'

Know your missionaries
BY JAY

W. C.

MOORE

BY WERNHER VON BRAUN
I GUESS I have always daydreamed about space flight. When
I was in my early. teens, I used to slip off to an old World War 1
nrunitions dump and pick up odd parts to use in my homemade
rockets. I'd try out the rockets in a field near our house. I would
kneel down at a safe distance and dream that I was sending another Braun Super Space Ship out to a faraway galaxy, and then
I'd push the ignition button. Usually the rockets wobbled a little
way into the air and fell back again. They were really just a lot
of smoke and noise. My dreams were not very practical.
I would always pray when I knelt down to push the ignition
button. A kind of last-minute, hope~against-hope prayer...Please
let this one go," I'd say.
Shortly after I turned eighteen, I learned that an old hero of
mine, a famous German scientist, had written a paper claiming
that we could get to the moon with rockets. I couldn't wait to
get that paper. But when it carne, my heart Sa.nk. The paper had
almost no text to it. It was one long, complicated, mathematical
equation.
The trouble was, I didn't like math. I'd failed the subject in.
school. But this was what it took to get a rocket into space. Not
romantic stories. Not daydreams. But math. When I found·that I'd
have to learn math if I wanted to put a rocket into space, I learned
math. And with it, I eventually ~t rOckets that could probe space,
too. But first carne months, years, of har<t; unromantic work.
I think prayer is often the hardest kind of work, if in work
you include the ideas of discipline, regularity, effort, sacrifice. T-o
be effective, religion has to be backed up by discipline and effort.
In this age of space flight and nuclear fission, to use power
wisely calls for a moral and ethical climate tha~uite frankly! do not think we now possess. We can achieve it only through
many hours of the deep concentration we call prayer. It will take
effort.
Prayer can be the hardest kind of work-but it is certainly
the most important work we now can do.-Condensed from The
Episcvpalian

Allen T. McCurry

FAULKNER
County
Association
stretches from the north up near Clinton
down through many billa and ridges of
the Ozark foothills
through Conway and
on down to the rich
Arkansas River bottom lands.
This is one of our
o I d e s t associations
and one of the smaller ones. With 24
churches it has only
five that pay $3,600
or more per year sal·ary. These are First
and Second, Conway,
' MR; McCURRY
Cadron Ridge, Pickles
Gap, and Pleas!lnt Grove. This condition .
has largely been brought about by the
18 Landmark churches located in the
county. However, in all of the 24 Southern churches there a1·e God's most dedicated people. I served Faulkner for
nearly three years and never served a
· greater people of God.
The coming to Faulkner of Allen T.
McCurry as the superintendent of missions means, I sincerely feel, .a new day
for Southern Baptist churches in the
association. Mr. McCurry has been one
of our most successful pastors. He is
also a seasoned, experienced and mature
associational missionary, having served
for ·several years in "Harmony, Delta and
Perry Associations. I have known this
man of God and his work for several
years. Two years ago I spoke in liis
church at Martindale in a school of
missions and found him to have a burning· passion for every area of our JDis..
sion work and activity.
·
Allen McCurry succeeds James Evans,
w~o resigned several months ago to re• . . THE American. Telephone and Telegraph Company spent $193 million for enter the pastorate. Mr. Evans served in
construction last year, more than twice the amount spent for that purpose by any Faulkner for five years, and while there
other company in the United States. The 1963 directory of the hundred largest conducted 44 revivals, preached 737 serUnited States building clients, published by Architectural Forum magazine in mons, with 140 additions to the churches,
August, lists General Motors as second, with $97 million spent on construction. and traveled nearly 100,000 miles.
• . . The Western Electric Corporation has built what is believed to be the world's
smallest television camera for exploration of the moon and for spying on orbiting
astronauts. The new space instrument, known as "moleculatized," is the length
of a two-cell flashlight and weighs twenty-seven ounces. It has electronic blocks
for amplification, synchronization, and scanning that usually need bulky tubes and
devices. The engineers hope to reduce its size by half before they put it into prO.
duction.
·
By Peggy Vining
• • • Mental retardation among Americans is probably higher than in any other
Little Rock
nation, and higher than at any time, Lloyd M. Dunn of Peabody College, Nashville,
Tennessee, told the 3715 delegates at a recent White House Conference. He further:
said that the number of retarded in this· eountry would double to more than 101 Like a balloon, high in the air,
million by 1980 unless steps were taken to halt the trend. Rise in population. Drifting aimlessly about,
medical advances that save the weak and handicapped who might have died at Those who do not practice prayer
birth or in childhood, and an increasingly eomplex society that demands higher!
Are ever blown by winds of doubt.
int ellectual prowess in individuals contribute to the trend.
• . • Motor-vehicle registrations for .t963 total 82,058,000, an increase of 3.8 per Evil currents taunt and dare
cent over last year. The passenger-ear total is 68,452,000; trueks and buses,. Those who aren't securely tied
13,606,000. California, topping 9 million for the first ti~e, leads in registration.
By the "safety strlng'' of prayer
• ·ew York is next with 5.5 million; and Texas is third, with about 5 million.With the Savior as their guide.
Sarvey Bulletin
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Arkansas All O v e r - - - - - - - - - - - - - Mulkey is music head

Wives to hear Vaught

Carver to Ft. Smith

Dr. W. 0. VAUGHT Jr. will address
the Ministers' Wives Conference, at
Immanuel Churc~, Little Rock, meeting
at 1:45 p.m. Nov. 4, in conjunction with
the Arkansas State Convention.
¥rs. Ben Elrod of Arkadelphia, president of the group, said that the primary
fun'Ction of the conference will be inspiration and fellowship, with special
recognition given to past officers and
charter members.
A rep~rt of the nominating committee
will be heard, and an election of officers
·
will precede a closing tea.

Naylor to be speaker

k.

• HOYT MULKEY

HOYT MULKEY, minister of music
at First Church, Pine Bluff, has been
elected · to the position of state miiaic
secretary for the Arkansas Baptist Convention. He will assume his work with
the Music Department Nov. 15.
Mr . .Mulkey is a native Texan, having
been born and ·reared at Amarillo. He
received the A.•B. degree from Wayland
College and bachelor of sacred music
from Southwestern Seminary, Ft. Worth.
While a student he was listed in '"Who's
Who on American College and University Campuses," and served as student
missionary to Hawaii in 1949. He has
been on the faculty for the Southern
B$ptlst Convention .Assemblies at Ridgecrest and Glorieta :for the past three
years.
After serving a year and a half in
the army, Mr. Mulkey spent two years
in music ministry at Pleasant Grove
Church; Dallas, and two years at Lamar
Heights Church, Memphis, Tenn. He has
been serving as minist~r of music at
Pine Bluff since 19-59.
Mr. Mulkey is married to' the former
Miss Elizabeth· Rose Johnson of Arizona.
:rhey have five children.
,Mr. Mulkey has been one of the district music men for the ~tate Music Department for ·several yelrs.

J .. T. Elliff, director of the ReligioU$Education Division, of which the Music
Department is a part, said: "It seems
to be· the feeling of all who know Mr.
Mulkey that he will bring to our Music
Department strong music leadership and
a depth of spirituality which will enable
us to continue to render the high quality
of music ministry which our people have
known in past years. We are very_grateful to have him on our Baptist Building
staff."
'
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DR. ROBERT
Naylor, president ,of
Southwestern Seminary, will be the featured speaker at the Southwestern Seminary, luncheon at the s·tate convention.
The luncheon will be at noon at the
. Sam Peck Hotel on Tuesday, Nov. 6.
Dr. Naylor served ~s pastor of churches
in Nashville, Malvern, and Arkadelphia.
He has been president of Southwestern ·
since 1958.
WADE L CARVER
Dr. Ben M. EJrod, sta.te president of
WADE L. CARVER, )Vho . has served
the Southwestern Alumni Association
is inviting all graduates, former student; the 800-member First Baptist Church of
prospective students, and friends of the Moore, Okla., a suburb of Oklahoma
seminary to attend. Tickets may be pur- City, has accepted the pastorate of the
600-member Temple Church, Ft. Smith.
chased in advance of the convention from
Carver succeeds Kenneth Williams, who
the following ·persGns: ·
Rev. D. C. McAtee, Smackover; Dr. resigned three months ago to accept the
pastorate of First •Church, Velma, Okla.
Rheubin L. South, North Little Rock·
While pastor for four years of the
Dr. C. W. Caldwell, Little RGCk; Re<J.
Jim Tillman, Little Rock; Dr. Bernes· Moore c•hurch,. there were 497 additions,
with 151 of these coming by baptism.
SeLph, Benton;.. Rev. Charles Chesser
Alma; Rev. David Crouch, Moscow; Rev~ Also during this pastorate, Mr. Carver
led the church to establish two new
Bill Sewell, Searcy; Dr. Ben M. Elrod
·
' missions in new housing areas in the
Arkadelphia.
Tickets will be available at the con- city. These missions were housed in
newly-constructed buildings.
vention.
Before going to the First C,hurch,
Moore, Mr. Carver served Central
Cooper at Bethany
Church, M1,1skogee, Okl11., for four years.
H. G. COOPER has . accepted the
During this ministry there were 450 adp.a storate 'of Bethany Church, North
ditions to the church. He led the MuskoLittle Rock, and has been serving since
gee church in the construction of a
Sept. 16.
$125,000 educational plant.
·
Mr. Cooper came to Arkansas from
Carver is a graduate of Union UniMingo Church, Tulsa, Okla., where he had
versity in Tennessee and Southern Sembeen pastor fot three years. Othe1· pasinary in Louisville, and has served on
torates in Oklahoma were First Church,
the executive board of the state conWatonga, and First Church, Bixby.
ventions · in Tennessee and Oklahoma.
In 1954 and 195o, Mr. Cooper was a
He served as moderator of the Muskogee
representative for the Billy Graham orAssociation two terms.
ganization, working out of Kansas City.
Before entering the ministry, Carver
He has been active in the ministry for
was associated with his father in the
22 years.
wholesale feed, seed, and produce busiMr. and Mrs. Cooper have twin sons, ness in Jackson, Tennessee.--Reporter.
juniors in high school.

Church changes name
MEMBERS OF Seeond Church, Corning, recently voted to -change the name
of the church to Calvary Church. Rev.
Sedric D. Wesson is pastor.
·
The church was establis-hed with 64
charter members in l961 and has
grown to 118.
·
The church plans to build a .permanent auditorium within the next two
years.

Alumni to meet
LOUISVB:JLE, Ky.-All Arkansas al.:
umni of Southern Seminary here are
reminded of their annual meal scheduled
during the state convention me~ting in
Little Rock this year. ·
The meal will be held Nov. 6 at 12
noon at First Methodist Church in Little ·
Rock. Meeting with the group will be
Southern Seminary faculty represen·tative Dr. Hugh R. Peterson, administrative dean.
·
I
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H. Max Smith ·at
national music event
N.A!SHV•.Iil.ilJE-The performance of a
new concerto for organ and brass instruments will be the opening musical
event of the nation-wide conference of
Southern Baptist musi'cians, set for Feb.
11-13 in Louisville.
H. Max Smith, organist and artist
in residence at Southeastern Seminary,
Wake Forest, N.C., on Feb. 11 will play
the con'certo on the new 102-rank p.ipe
organ in Alumni Chapel at Southern
~eminary.

The new work is ·~concerto for Brass,
Organ, and Percussion on Christ ist
erstanden" '!>Y Dr. Paul T. Langston,
TRINITY Ckurck, Ft. Smitk, dedicated its new 'JK!A'BMI4ge Sept. 15, with.
dean of the school of music, Stetson
Rev. Charles Gra-ves, Va.n Buren, Rufus SpessMd and Tucker Moore participating
University, DeLand, Fla.
The Stetson University Brass Ensem- in the ceremony. Dr. Eugene T. Moore is pestor. Tke parsmw.g6 committee wa.s
ble will accompany f?mith for the re'cital, composed of Lutker ·stem, Jr., M. W. Sprouse and Mr. Moore. The new parsM!4ge
The nation-wide conference is said to is a three-bedroom kome witk central keat and tllir conditioning, costing $15,000.
be the largest of its kind ever planned
for Southern Batist musi'cians. It will
commemorate 20 years of organized music work in the Southern Baptist Convention.
:Conferen·c e sponsor is the Baptist
Sunday School Board of Nashville, with
Dr. W. Hines Sims, secretary of the
church music department, as . director.
State musi'c departments and secretaries _
will co-operate in promoting and conducting the conference.
During the conference, Smith will also
teach a master organ class:
'
TRI-COUNTY Association recently puroka.sed the above kome in Wy11.ne ftw
rSmith, a native of Arkansas, has
been presented as an organ recitalist use by tke a.ssociation superintendent of missions. Tkey have sold tke former 1l.o1M
throughout the nation. He was winner · at PMkin. Rev. E. E. Boone, formerly superintendent of mi8Bions in Calvary Associaof ,American Guild of Organists regional tion, assumed ki8 new duties as Tri-County mi88ionalry Sept. 20.
organ playjng competition in 1952 and
again in 1956.
Gaines ville Association
A candidate fop a doctor of sacred Current River Ass'n.
music degree from Union Theological
JUNIOR Vester, member of Mt.
Seminary, New York City, Smith reNEW Pastors: Rector, First 'church,
ceived a ba·chelor of music degree from Pleasant Church, Pitman was ordained to Rev. Lawrence Green, who was pastor
University of Missouri, Columbia, and the ministry Sept . 1. Mr. Vester was an of Northside Church, Jackson, Tenn. He
a master of music degree from Univer- active layman in the Mt. Pleasant Church is an active Sunday School man, trained
and a dairyman with. a thriving business. in the new Christian Witnessing Camsity of Oklahoma, Norman.
J. Russell Duffer, supt. of missions paign that is being fostered by Southern
Smith has studied organ with Carl
Weinrich of Princeton ('N.J.) University was the moderator f or the service at Baptists next year as we celebrate our
and composition with Norman Coke- Mt. Pleasant since the church has no Jubilee Year.
llastor at this time.
Knobel, First Church, Rev. Leslie
Jephcott of New York City.
I
Allen, who came from Jackson, to enter
•His dettominatjonal experience inMr. Vester ·has been called to the Southern College.
cludes semng as organist for two annual
Rev .. Sam Pillow of Pollard is serving
meetings of the Southern Baptist Con- Columbia-Jarrett Church as pastor and
Austin Church near Piggott as interim
vention and foT the 1958 Baptist World is enrolling at So1,1thern College.
The associational music department of pastor. He is a resident of this area.
Youth Conference. He has been on the
.Gainesville Association ·had a most
music leadership conference fll'culty at Current ·River has been Standard this
year with Mrs. Basil Goff of Biggers successful Association meeting this year
Ridge'crest (N.C.) and Glorieta (N.M.>
as the director. All the requirements at Nimmons Church. Mr. Threet, pastor
Baptist assemblies.
have been met and the Standard work of Piggott First Church was re-elected
in our association is felt in many of the moderator. M;:s. Bob Johnson was elected
Karam· schedule listed
churches.
1
clerk.
On Oct. 8, there were 12 churches out
J-IMMY Karam, Little Rock layman,
of
the 15 in the associat ion attending the
The
Current
River
Association
had
a
has announced speaking dates for the
hymn-sing at the Hopewell Church Sept. associations! meeting at Leonard Church.
last of ·October and for November:
Oct. 30, First ·Church, GulfpoJ:t, Miss., 29 with 67 in attendance. The entire More than 75 attended. The associational
loyalty dinner; Nov. 8, First Church, program was built around the life of Sunday 'School was in charge under the
Mobile, Ala.; Nov. 7, Assembly of God Dr. B. B. McKiimey. The songs that 'were leadership of W. D. Johnspn of PollArd.
state youth meeting, Hot Springs; Nov. used were written by him. The comments Mr. Johnson. is a member of New Hope
23, Trinity Church, Oklahoma City, of the day had to do with his life. Mrs. Church and, associat ional superintendent
Okla., banquet; Nov. 24, Capitol Hill Basil Goff, music director of the Current of Sunday School work. The meeting resolved to have a Standard Sunday School
Church; Nov. 25, First Church, Ardmore, River Association, was in charge. There in
the association t his year and several
Okla.; Nov. 26, First Church, Lawton, were seven churches represented.-ReStandard Sunday Schools.- Reporter
porter
Okla.
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Pastor Roseman retires

Revivals

Appointed tiy

LONOKlE Chureh, Sept. 22-29; Bllly
Walker, evangelist; Curtis French, First
Church, Jacksonville, singer; '1 for baptism; 6 by letter; Eugene. A. Ryan, pas-

tor.
UNION Church, EJ. Dorado, Oct. 614; Robert Young, •Lakeview Church,
Lorain, 0., evangelist; Bob Elmore, El
Dorado, singer; Carter Tucker, pastor;
H professions of faith; 10 for baptism;
5 by. letter; 1 surrendered for special
service.
OAK GROVE Church, Oct. 7-13; J. W.
Whitley, evangelist; :8 by letter; 2 by
baptism; 12 rededications; Oscar Huston,
pastor.

i.. H. ROSIMAN
-REV. and Mrs. L. H. Roseman are
ba'Ck in Arkansas following ten years
of pioneer mission work in South Dakota,
and with the retirement of Mr. Roseman from the pastorate. They p~an to
live in Camden, Mr. Roseman's native
city, where they will announce their'
permanent address soon. In the meantime they will be located at 550 Maple
Street, S.W., in Camden or visiting their
daughter, Mrs. O"Neal Blair, at 1716
Tulane, Little Rock.
For sometime after they went to
Rapid City, S. D., Mr. Roseman was
pastor of the only Southern Baptist
church in that state.. Now there are
eight SB churches and four missions, in
South Dakota.
Mr. Roseman attended Ouachita College and was graduated from Northern
Baptist Seminary, Chicago. His first
pastorate was at Piggot. Other Arkansas
pastorates were Baptist Tabernacle,
Little Rock, where he served for 12
'years, . and West ·Batesville Church,
Batesville, where he was for four and
a half years.
He plans to do supply preaching and
"try to catch up on all the things my
wife wants done around the house."

Mississippi County Association
DANIEL Hughes hit resigned as pastor of Dyess Central Church to accept
the pastorate of Crossroads Church. This
year at Dyess, under his leadership, the
church raised a crop to be designated
toward the building fund. The cotton has
been harvested, and .there were more
than 11 bales. The only expense was for
the picking.
Zane Gragg has resigned as pastor of
Wardell Church to return to Southern
College. (CB)
THE Beta' Beta Social Club at Ouachita College will hold a club reunion at
the To~ House Restaurant immediately
following the homecoming football
game Oct. 26.
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FIBST Church, Green Forest, Oct.
6-14; Klois Hargis, pastor, First Church,
Marshall, evangelist; •Mrs. Clyde Compton, church choir director, music director; 2 rededications, 1 by letter; 1
surrendered to Foreign Mission work; 1
surrendered his life to chur~h music;
Sardis ·Bev.e r, pastor.
FIRST ·Church, Prescott; Sept. 290ct. 6; William R. Woodell, pastor, evangelist; M. A. Turman, music director;
10 additions ; 7 by profession of faith;
8 by letter; 3 rededications; 1 additional
profession of faith. (CB)
F.liRST Church, Sherwood, North Little Rock, Sept. 29-0ct. 6; William G.
Kersh, executive director of Baptist
Hospitals and Golden Age Homes, Baptist .General Convention of Oklahoma,
Oklahoma City, evangelist; William D.
Hill, Sherwood, musical director; Jerry
Don Abernathy, pastor; 6 profession& of
faith; 5 arlditions by letter.

Harmony Association
FIRST Church, Dumas, ordained as
deacons Sept. 29 J aek Dowden, Earnest
Bradshaw· and William Puryear.
Immanuel Church has ordained John
Wallace as deacon.
,
· Charles Johnson, assoc-iate pastor of
Immanuel Church, Pine Bluff, was ordained to the ministry June 30.
Rankin :chapel Church has a ·new pastor, Rev. Frank Taylor, who had served
the church two years ago.
•Miss Ethel Winters, First Church, Pine
Bluff, was the first in Arkansas to complete requirements for the "Citation
Award" by the Sunday School Board
Study Course Awards office.
·
Bill Dawson, coach of Dial Junior
High School, is the new part time music
director of Forrest Park Church.
Rev. Bill Holcomb is the new pastor
of Sulphur Springs Church. He has held
several pastorates in Northeast Arkansas, 'the last being Crossroads Church
in Mississippi County. He is a graduate
of Southern College.
Rev. Richard Rogers, pastor of •Dollarway Church, has 1accepted the pastorate
of Humphrey Church. He is a graduate
of Ouachita College.

MR. AND MRS. ST. JOHN

A'J:'ILANTA <BP)-The Home M·ission
Board of the Southern Baptist Convention has commissioned 16 missionaries
to various ministries across the United
States, including work with the deaf,
Spanish-speaking, and Negroes.
The recent appointments make a total
of 2,201 missionaries now serving under
this agency, most in cooperation with
state mission boards.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry St. John were
commissioned to serve in language missions.
J~rry St. John, a native of Bastrop,
La., was commissioned to serve as state
worker with the deaf in Mississ·ippi. He
received degrees from Ouachita College,
Arkadelphia, and Golden Gate Seminary
He has served as a pastor in Hermitage and Wooster.
Mrs. St. John (Erkle Eldean) was
also commissioned to serve the deaf in
Mississippj. She is a native of Conway.
She studied at Arkansas State Teachers
College, Conway, OuacMta College; and
Golden Gate Seminary.

Hope Ass'n
'llRINITY Church, Texarkana, Leo
Hughes, . pastor, is building a new parsonage. .
Eastview Church, Texarkana, Delber.t
Garrett, pastor, has voted to relocate in
a more desirable place.
Antioch Church, near Fouke, has a new
pastor, W. R. Nail of Texarkana.
Hickory Street Church, Texarkana, observed its 11th anniversary recently and
dedicated a new chapel, called "Morrison
Hall" in memory of the late T. N.
Morrison, a former pastor. (CB>

Coleman to Alaska
REV. L. H. Coleman, pastor of Immanuel Church, Pine Bluff, will participate in the Alaskan revivals.
Mr. Coleman will be with the Grandview Church at Anchorage.
·

P~e Thirteen

By the BAPTIST PRESS

Writers' contest
NASHVILLE-Student writers attuned to the magic words "publication"
and "cash," lend an earl .
The editors of the Baptist Student
announce a writers' .contest beginning
Nov. 1 and continuing through Jan. 1,
1964.

, Arkansans visit Mexican missions

-

The Baptist Student is the Christian
collegiate magazine published by the
Baptist Sunday School Board, Nashville.
The _purpose of the contest, open to
all Southern Baptist students in institutions of higher learning, is to stimulate
and secure student contributions for the
magazine.
Three winners will be selected in each
of the following categories: short stories, up to 2,500 words; articles, up to
1,200 words; and poems, up to 25 lines.
The Student uses fiction about college
students and campus life; articles inter-·
preting the Christian faith to students
uniquely involved in the campus environment; and poetry, both traditional
and modern, with a Christian· theme.
All of the nine winning manuscripts
will be published in the 1964-65 series
of the Baptist Student, one per issue.
Monetary prizes will include $50 to each
of the winning short story and article
writers and $25 to each of the winning
poets.
Submissions will be judged by Mrs.
H. C. Brearley, English teacher, Belmont
College; Miss Lucy Hoskins, editor,
church administration materials, Baptist
Sunday School Board; Ed Willi]\gham,
religion news editor of "The Nashville·
Tennessean;" and Bill Junker, editor of
the Student-all of Nashville.
C~ntestants are requested to submit
their manuscripts typewritten on white
bond paper, using double-spaced, 70space lines, and to include a brief biographical sketch1
·
Entries are limited to one per student
in a college, university, business school,
,1rofessional school, or military academy. Submissions must be postmarked
no later tha~ Dec. 31.

A LETTER fr&m ArkansiU! Governor Orval FaubUB to TkomaB ann (center),
United S tat68 ambiU!sador to Mexico, WIU! delivered in Mexico City by ParneU
HQ/m/lTI,()ns (right) of Forrest City, member of a 81-man tour of BaptiBt miBBion
pointB in Meaico. Looking on iB Lucien Coleman of the Brotherhood · CommiBBion4
' ti>ur director.

Board for paper
ALEXANDRIA, La.-The executive
board of the Louisiana Baptist Convention, meeting here, voted to recommend
The Baptist Message, convention weekly
newsmagazine, be incori>orated and its
control vested in its own board of ·
trustees.
The board also voted to transfer title
to a three-story downtown building to
The Baptist Message. The building, now
housing The Baptist Message printing
plant, was. occupied by the executive
board prior to the opening of .a new $1.5
million building a few years back.
In other action, the board voted to
grant The Baptist Message, .$45,000 for
operating capital to help launch the
printing plant.

Pa

G. C. HILTON (.left), former president of the ArkGnsu BaptiBt Brotherlwod
and now reBident of Hutchinson, Kfl,ns., gives a, Spa;n,iBh' Gospel of John to a
Mexican during the recent tour. Hilton, head of Leech Products, Inc., of
Hutchinson, gave the laymen on the tour 1,000 booklets to diBtribute. The
3,000-mile bus tour WIU! sponsored by the BaptiBt Brotherlwod CommiBBion of
MemphiB, Tenn.
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Tentative Program

Southern Baptist Convention
CONVENTION HALL
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.
MAY 22-24; 1964
THEME: "For Liberty and Light"
PRESIDING: Theodore F. Adams; Richmond, Va.
SONG LEAD~R: W. Hines Sims, Nashville, Tenn. '

,
Friday Evening, May 22
7:00 Congregational singing, -~cripture , and
prayer
Keynote Address: John G. Diefenbaker,
Canada
Special Music: "Testament of Freedom," by
the Singing Churchmen, Oklahoma·
Address : (To be announced)
Closing prayer and benediction

- ~aturday Evening, May 23
8:00 Oratorio (writte:p. especially for the Jubilee
celebration)
Libretto: Samuel Miller, Harvard University
Composer: Ron Nelson, Brown University
Conductor-: Thor Johnson, Northwestem University
. Musicians: specially selected ·

Saturday Morning, May 23
8 :45

Vocalists: "Singing City" group from
Philadelphia, directed by Elaine Brown

Congregatio~al

singing, Scripture and
prayer
.
Baptist Jubilee Advance, ·an historical
glimpse : Kenneth Scott Latourette,
professor emeritus, Yale University
Baptist Distmctives-a prepared paper,
with panel discussion
Congregational singing
Differences Among Baptists-a prepared
paper, with discussion
Presentation of message from Message
Committee
Closing prayer and benediction

~turday

Afternoon, .May 23

1:45 Congregational ·singing, Scripture and
prayer
Results of mission work around the world
-representatives of each continent
Report on results of Baptist Jubilee Advance
4:00 to 6:00 Boardwalk fellowship (free time)

Sunday Morning, May·24
9 :00 Congregational
prayer

singing,

Scripture

and

Dramatic presentation of the quest for all
people for freedom
Action on message
Acknowledgements, announcements, etc. .
Morning worship: preacher, John Soren,
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (president of the
Baptist World Alliance)

.

Sunday Afternoon, May 24
3:00 Closing Program: Billy Graham, ' Speaker
4 :SO Adjournm~nt .
'a e Fifteen

Departments-----~------~-------Executive Board

Does it work?
DOES the Stewardship Emphasis as
recommended by our denomination
work 7 This question .has been asked
over and over. 0\U'
reply is-no, the
church must work the
programs. Have the
churches increased attendance-wise and has
the church maintained
a high level of spiritual fervor since the
!Stewardship Emphasis? That . question
usually follows the
first one. If every. DR. DOUGLAS
thing that Baptists do
through our organizations is judged by
the above questions, then maybe we had
better .try something else. I know some
· churches that have three revival meetings a year and they have not shown an
increase in attendance for the last nine
years. I know churches that have be~n
having !Sunday School for 100 ye~rs and
they have not had an increase in enrollment or attendance in the last ten years.
I know a church that has been having
two revivals a year· and has been having Sunday School 100 years and that
church has decreased in enrollment and
attendance in all organizations the la'st
few years.

stances· we go-, we baptize, period• . ·
Now this false stewardship is catching
up wi~h 'us and we hear the cry-"Oh,
we're down in this, or down in that."
And perhaps we should be pleading, "Oh
God, forgive ·us for our shallow, superficial stewardship teaching, and help us
face up to our task of really indoetrinating our people."
·B aptists grew on Bible doctrine and
Baptists will continue to grow o:ri. a
strong Bible emphasis and this includes
the stewardship of money,_.Ralph 'Douglas, Associate Executive Secretary

Brotherhood ·

Awaiting the official word

'l'HIE 'I11HJE functions of each of
the organizations of SQuthern Baptist
churches are d~termined, of course, by
each church; for each
church is entirely autonomous. However,
to give clear direction
to our church programs, the Southern
Baptist Convention,
through its Executive
Committee, is seeking
to determine those
a~as ,of
work in
which eaqh of the organizations can serve
with
greatest effecMR. TULi.
tiveness. The proYet, some churches are not emphasiz- grams of the organizations will
ing stewardship because they heard of necessarily overlap to some degree as
a church that does emphasize it and they · the organizations carry through on their
are not showing . an increase in attend~ assigned <suggested) functions; and the
ance and maintaining a high level of sum total of all the programs of all the
organizations will add up to unity (The
spiritual concern. •
whole must necessarily be the sum of
!Stewardship is the best plan that all its parts).
Jesus offered to his disciples to tell his
There is at present a measure of constory. He said, ·~Go-make disciples-.
baptize-teach-." Yet in ~o many in- fusion among Southern ,Baptists because

of a recently published book which baa,
in effect, "jumped the gun" on the Executive Committee's study; a book which
presumes to show forth and· set out a
church organized and functioning. Much
pressure is presently being applied to get
all Southern ·Baptist churches to study
this book as authoritative. But we cannot afford at the moment to develop a
mind-set on the program of wo~k of any
church organization. Rather, we should
wait until the Executive Committee
completes its study and issues its findings in its own book;-which book will
be the official wc>rd for which alert
\
Baptists are waiting.
, Stated in· other words, no church
snould be led presently to believe that
we already have from Soutpern Baptist
lea<lers the final word on the functions
of church .organizational life and work,
for that word has not yet gone out. However, ~he ·Executive Committee is pres~
ently giving careful and pray¢ul consideration to the major areas of work
which should properly be assigned to each
organization.
We do not believe that any vital
activity of church life will eventually be
given over exclusively to any one organization; for if that were ever to be
brought to pass, then for the organization to fail would mean the failure of
the church in some vital area of 'its
work.
•For the present, Brotherhood work
will continue under the New Plan which
werit into effect in September,' 1960; and
Brotherhood will plow on down the road
for God with its present emphases until ·
·~\le work of the Executive ComJUittee is
finalized. At that time Brotherhood will
follow through on the recommendations·
of the Executive Committee a¥ make
any adjustments which are needed to
bring •Brotherhood work in'to exact parallel with the other organizations, as

Beautiful •••
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THAT MONEY CAN'T BUY

Your Baptist Foundation provides help
in estate planning for the fulfillment of
your stewardship aspirations.

YOUR
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FOUNDATION

STORY BOOK
by
Bethann Van Ness
illustrated by
Harold Minton
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Among Its features: 298 exciting
stories, 130 illustrations (85 In full·
color), 70-page supplement about life
In Bible times, indexes of stories and
characters, and Scripture references for
eactr story. (26b) 672 pages
$4.95
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E-pangelism

they also adjust to the recommendations
of the Executive Committee.
A great victory that our denomination
can win now is for all the organizations
to lay aside all assumed prerogatives
and '(mounting) jealousies, and all work
together to enhance and set forward all
the 'God-given work of our churches and
of our great denomittation. .Most of us
believe in the Co-operative Program of
giving. May God lead us into an even
greater program of organizational cooperation. Therein lies the success (or
the failure) of Southern Baptist Work
in the years ahead.-Nelson Tull, Brotherhood Secretary

W01Mn's MiBIJion4ry Union

Mrs. Mathis to speak
MRS. R. L. Mathis, Promotion Division Director I of Woman's Missionary
Union, SBC, and second wee-president
of the Southern BapUst Convention, will
. be a featured speaker
on the opening night
of the Arkansas Baptist State Convention, Nov. 4.
For seven years
Mrs. ·Mathis was
president of Woman's
Missionary Union, S.
B.C. At the annual
meeting in May comMill COOPIIt
memora.ting the 76th
Anniversary of the organization, she
was elected to. her present position with
headquarters in Birmingham, Ala. During the years she served as president
of the Union, she was director of student
activities at Baylor University.
At the 1963 Sou.t hern Bll!Ptist Convention, Mrs. Mathis was chosen second
vice-president of the convention, thus
becoming the f-irst woman to hold an
elective office in the convention. Her
rare leadership abilities have been recogn·ized in ·many other areas of denominational life. Currently she is a member
of the executive. committee of the Baptist World Alliance, · treasurer of the
North American Baptist Women's Union ·
of the BWA, former member of the
executive board of the Baptist General
Convention of Texas, member of the
Foreign Mission Board, SBC, chairman
of Southwestern Seminary Adwsory
Board.
During her .visit to our state, .Mrs.
Mathis will speak to the annual report
of Woman's Missionary Union, auxiliary
to the Arkansas Baptist State Convention. - Nancy Cooper, Executive Secretary and Treasurer

New Ark~nsas

Missions

Convention speaker
OUIR STA'DE Convention is to be held
at Immanuel Church, Little iRock, Nov.
4-6. The closing session Wednesday night,
. •Nov~ 6, will be given
over to missions ·and
evangelism. This is as ·
it should be for 1968
has been the year of
''World ·Missions."
Next" year we shall
at r e s a evangelism.
Our Nation-wide Ju,bilee
Evangelistic
Crusades will be held
Mar. 8-22 and Mar.
29_.Apr. 12. Arkansas
DR. HAVLIK
will cooperate in this
great movement.
For the closing message we have
· secured Dr. John F. Havlik, Secretary
of Evangelism of the Louisiana Baptist
Convention. Dr. •Havlik was hom in
Milwaukee, Wise., Mar. 22, 1917. The
family then moved to Tulsa, Okla., ~here
at the age of 17 Dr. Havlik's interest .
was aroused by the preaching of Gypsy
Smith in Tulsa Central High S~hool
auditorium. He found Christ as his
personal Saviour in a revival meeting in
the ·Bethel :B aptist Churtlh, Tulsa, in
1006.

Association

Harold Clegg
Eugene Webb

Clear Creek
Mo11nt Zion

One month free trial received:
·Hagarville
Childress
OC
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DO YiOU know where Big Flat iB! It
is about 22 miles east of Marshall, Ark.,
in the beautiful Ozark :Mountains. I was
there Sunday, Oct. 13.,
for the dedication
, servi~e of a new Baptist church house. The
background that led
to this dedication is
an interesting story.
;Several years ago a
group of Baptista affiliated with the ;Missionary :Baptist Association undertook to
e s t a ·b li s h regular
DR. CAI!DWELt
services in Big Flat.
Property was secured, the foundation
of a building laid and then all efforts
.ceased and services were discontinued.
The years passed without Baptists gaining a foothold. i~ the. community.
Two or three years ago we provided
two student missionaries to work with
the associational missionary and they
conducted a Vacation Bible School in Big
Flat. An interest was aroused and later
a prea~hing service was begun under the
sponsorship of Eastside Church, Mountain Home. Still later a !Sunday School
was organized and the Missionary Baptists agreed that our convention wo:t;kers
could have the property and building
Qlocks which were on the ground if a·
building would be 11'rected. The Department of Missions voted to give $1,000
on the new building.

Dr. Havlik was educated in the Southwest ·B aptist College, Boliver, Mo., and
Baylor University. He received the A. B.
degree from Baylor in 1946. He is a
graduate of the Southem Semi~ary,
Louisville. He received the B. 'D.· degree
in 1949. In ·1956 he received a .Master
in Theology degree from the Central·
Seminary in Kansas City, Kans.
A good Baptist brother 77 years of
Dr. Havlik has served in the pastor- age indicated to Obie Ford, pastor of
ates of Dayton Church, St. !Louis, !Mo.; Eastside Church, Mountain Home, that
Fair Park Church, ·Dallas, Tex.; East he had pxayed for many years that a
Church, Louisville, 'K y; and Beaumont Baptist Church might be established in
Church, Kansas City, -Mo. He became his town. He stated also that he was
Secretary of Evangelism for the Kansas now praying that he might live long
Convention in 1964. He served as a enough to see the building completed.
trustee of Southwest Baptist College, a The building was completed a few weeks
member of the Missions Committee and ago and the first service was to· be held.
Exeteutive Committee of the Kansas The good brother made a request that
City Baptist Association and on the he have the privilege of offering the first
radio a,nd television commission of the prayer in the new building. When the
Southern 'B aptist Convention. He has ap- people gathered for the service following
peared on state-wide evangelistic con- the devotional he led the prayer and in
ference programs in Arizona, Alabama, a few moments dropped dead. God had
Kansas, California and New Mexico. In permitted him to live long enough to see
1961 Dr. Havlik was elected Secretary the dream and hope of many years
of Evangelism for t)le Louisiana Bap?st brought to reality, and Arkansas Baptists
Convention. He is one of our outstandmg had a part in seeing it-accomplished. The
men in the field of evangelism today. building was dedicated in a wonderful
His subject Nov. 6 will be "An Evange- servi~e on ~unday. afternoon. How long
lism for Today".-Jesse S. Reed, Direc- it 'Will take for. the mission· to grow into
tor of Evangelism
a church we do not know but certainly·
Arkansas Baptists should rejoice that
the Baptist cause had been planted in
Baptist Subscribers
Big Flat.

Pastor

ehurch '

Visit to Big Flat

By 'the way, one of the student missionaries who served in Vacation Bible
Schools years ago is now along with her
husband working in the Big Flat Mission.
-c. .m. Caldwell, Superintendent of
Missions
'
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The Bookshelf

T'r aining Union

Last call for workshop
1. WHAT T Adult Clinic · and Training

Two Roads to Sumter, by William and
Bruce Catton, McGraw~Hill, 19&3, $5.95
A bl'illiant young historian joins his
distinguished historian father in writing an outstanding book on the events
leading up to the Civil War and centering on the two men who were destined
to play leading roles on opposite sidesAbraham Lincoln and Jefferson Dav'is.
The story begins in Kentucky, where
the two men were born within 100 miles
of each other, and where so much of the
conflict took place: It shows the growth
and development of Lincoln and :pavis
and how they came to have greatly
divergent views on. the issues before
them.
Here ar.e found, related with great
narrative skill and understa\lding, a dis- ·
cussion of all of the major factors which
precipitated the bloodiest war in American history.

Union Leadership ·Workshop.
2. WHEJI.E? Secon4 Church, Little
Rock.
8. WHEN?
Monday, Oct. ~8, 10 a.m.6 p.m. ·
4. FOR WHOM?
Adult' Clinic will be
for all ~aators, Training Union directors,
Adult
Depanment
officers, aU Adult
Union members, Associational Missionaries, and Associational
Training
Union directors and Adult leaders. Department Workshops will lie for all
church Training Union leaders in the
Nursery, Beginner, Primary, Junior, Intermediate. and Young People's Depart-

The Cover

. . .

The Jewish-Christian Argument, by
Hans Joachim Schoeps, Holt, Rinehart,
Winston, 1963, $5
I
The Jewish-Christian argument has
been going on since early New Testament times. Sometimes it has been
charitable, 11t other times, bitter and
unforgiving. At all times, it has been a
crucial controv:ersy, centering upon the
abiding themes which divide the New
from the Old Testament-whether the
Messiah had indeed come; whether he
was or was not Jesus of Nazareth, called
the ·Christ; whether he had fulfilled the
Law or was its misinterpreter and destroyer.
Here are the views of a man called
by Frederick C. Grant ·"one of the leading Jewish scholars of this generation.'~
It will be of great value to those who
are interested in having a better understanding ·of the Jewish vil)wpoint;

. . .

Simple Sermons from the Gospel of
Matthew, by W. Herschel Ford, Zondervan, 1968, $8.95
This book consists of 16 expository
sermons centered around the Lord's
kingly character. Each message closes
with an application both to the believer
and the unsaved person. ·
Strength to Love, by Martin Luther
King, Jr., Harper and Row, 19&3, $8.50
. The author centers this collection of
his sermons on divine laws mirrored in
the Gospel, rather than in the incidents
which made him a controversial personality in ed-i torial and statehouse debate.
He gives strong emphasis to Jesus'
teaching of the. "second mile.''

Page Eight en

ATTENTION!
Those attending the Training Union
Leadership Workshop should bring
their Training Union quarterliea.
experien~ed and inexperienced Training
Union leaders of all the churches ADd
associations in Arkansas. Keep up with
"What's New in Training Union."
9. Church Library Conference for aD
Librarians will be conducted during tbe
day by Glen HUI of the Church Libra17
Department of the Baptist Sunday
School Board.-Ralph W. Davia.

6'

,Not
7~
etJ.~f!. tt
the high cost of living
But the cost of high Jiving
Along with the drive
And the push of our times
Is the pric~ that we pay
In our mad rush today.
It's the cost of our errors
and crimes.-W. B. O'Neal

The Cattons have added a most valuable book to the growing shelf of books
dealing with the Civil War. And their
new book will give their readers a better
perspec·t ive on the 1960's.
\

menta and Associational Department
leaders.
6. Nursery will be open.
6. Workshop and clinic will meet foz
a brief joint meeting in main auditorium
at 10 a.m.
7. Baptist Book Store will have a dbplay of materials for each department.
8. Workshop& and clinica are for all

THERE were many "ohs" and
"ahs" around the office of the
Arkansas Baptist N ewsm{tgazine
when the cover picture was shown
about - and just as many suggestions for the cover story. We
finally turned down one that began
"double, doul>le, toil and trouble,"
and accepted the following poem
by Robert Burns from Ed F. McDonald, Foundation Department:
"0 wad some Power the giftie
gie us
To see oursels as ithers see us !
It wad frM monie a blunder free
us
An' foolish notion.
What airs in dress an' gait wad
lea'e us.
An' ev'n devotion!"

by R. Earl · Allen, pastor of
Rosen Heights Baptist Church,
Fort Worth, Texas

Among the Pa'radoxes :
~

~
~

:S:
~
~

Fmding through Loaing
Getting through Giving
Freedom through Slavery
More through Leu
Love through Hatred
Stren~rth through Weakneu

Here is a book for mini~
ters, teachers, leaders, and
laymen who want sermonstarters, illustrations, and
devotional messages. A
Revell book.
$2.50

.

Order your copy today
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Q s o O K STORE

408 Spring Street
Little Rock, Arkansas '12203
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Foreign Mission

Boar~

reports to the people

Race solution sought

FMB reaches 15-year goals,
honors leader for 10 years
BY lONE GRAY

IN annual meeting in Richmond, Va.,
Oct. 8-10, the Foreign Mission Board of
the Southern Baptist Convention:
1. Voiced praise to God for the realization of a 15-year-old dream of having 1
more than 1,750 missionaries overseas
backed by a budget of more than $20,000,000.
2. Appointed eight new missionaries
for a total overseas staff of 1,795 (including 27 missionary associates).
3. Adopted a budget of $22,133,031.96
for 1964, an increase of $1,692,124.00
over that for 1963.
·
4.. Accepted the. resignation of Dr.
Elmer. S. West, Jr., secretary for mis. sionary personnel, and elected Dr. JesseC. Fletcher, associate secretary, to succeed Mm.
5. . Revised the employment age range
of missionary associates, setting it at
35 through 59.
6. Heard Dr. K. Owen White, president o! the ·s outhern Baptist Convention; say that Southern Baptists need
to take a long, hard look at what they
are . doing at home and around the
world to see if they need to change
their methods or approaches in view of
a changing world.
7. Honored Dr. Baker J. Cau-t hen at
a lu~cheon in recognition of his 10 years
as executive secretary. He responded by
calling it "an anniversary of a team of
men and women · (some no longer among
us) who have pulled together."
B. Heard a resolution adopted by the
missionaries in Nigeria calling on Bapt ists to. "acknowled·g e the fact that there
is a serious moral problem involved in
race relations," to "examine our attitudes and position in tha light of New
Testament teachings," and to "work toward the solution of rac!! problems,
realizing that only as these problems are
solved can the Great Commission be
fully carried ·out."
9. Adopted the following recommendation: "That in examining the doctrinal positions of 'c andidates for · the mission field and of personnel for the
headquarters staff, the Foreign Mission
Board confine itself within the limits of
the Statement of Faith and Message
adopted by the Southern Baptist Condntion in MaJ, 1963."
10. Re-elected Dr. Homer G. Lindsay,
of Jacksonville, Fla., president, and Dr.
Meredith K. Roberson, of Richmond,
first vice-president; elected Dr. J. Ralph
Grant, of Lubbock. Tex., second vice-
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president, succeeding Rev. George R.
Wilson, Sr., of Phoenix1 Ariz., who
rotates off the Board 'next year; and
re-elected Rev. W. Rush Loving, of
Richmond, rec<>Fding secretary, and Miss
Inez Tuggle, of Richmond, assistant re- ·
cording secretary.

No

summ~ns

to relax
1

The missionaries in Nigeria are "deeply conscious of what has been happening in the United States and aware of
the effect that this may have upon their
efforts," Dr. H. Cornell Goerner, secretary for Africa, told the Board. In
their recent annual meeting, he said,
they reaffirmed and expanded a · resolution on race relatious they had
adopted in 1957. The 1957 resolution
reads in part as follows:
" We, the ·m issionaries of the Nigerian
Baptist Mission of the Foreign Misson
Board of the Sout hern Baptist Convention, have become increasingly aware of
the degree to which relationspips between the white and Negro races in
America determine the effectiveness of
carrying out our mission task in Nigeria.
"Nigerians are acutely conscious of
the problems of race relations in America, they identify themselves wit h the
American Negro, .and they consider rac.ism in. any fol'l11 'unjust.
"We believe that racism is inconsistent with, and a hindrance to, the world
mission task ·t o which Southern Baptists have committed themselves.
"We sincerely commend · Southern
Baptist individuals and institutions for
the rapid progress made in recent years
toward elimination of racism and for the
service they have rendered in meeting
the spiritual, educational, and social
neede.. of all men."
This year the missionaries unanimously added the following: "We call
on our fellow Baptists to acknowledge
the fact that there is a serious moral
problem involved •.. We urge all Baptists to work toward· the soluti\)n of
race problems, realizing that only as
these problems are solved can the Great
Commission be fully carried out."
Dr. Goerner also read to the ·Board
part of a letter written September 23
by a veteran missionary in Nigeria:

When the program of advance in
foreign missions was adopted by • the
Southern Baptist Convention in 1948
there were 625 foreign missionaries
under appointment for 1() countries. "To
many, the objective of 1,750 missionaries reinforced by $20,000,000 seemed
to be fantastic and unrealistic," Dr.
Cauthen said in his report to the Board.
"It called for resources which seemed
far beyond any possibility. But with the
eight missionaries appointed in this
meeting and others who will come for
appointment in December we will close
the year with more than 1,800 missionaries serving in 53 countries. ·
"The reaching of this objective is not
a summons to relax," Dr. Cauthen said,
"but a summons for girding up afresh
for the battle. A glance at the map of
the world with its vast areas where
we have no witness brings a sense of
rebuke to our hearts. A closer examina'\
tion of the map indicates that while
"On television here last week it was
we have entered many lands the entry reported that the Vice-Premier of the
has been fragmentary and partial. Western Region of Nigeria had sent a
There is· no country in which we serve message to the American Ambassador
where the needs are not far out . of serving in Nigeria. The statement was
proportion to what we have been able made in the report that the' race situathus .far to do."
tion was becoming unbearable and that
He listed the following as imperatives if something was not done soon there
for the future: A greater emphasis on would be definite public reaction to the
evangelism by word and deed; the plant- situation existing in the United States.
ing and growing of New Testament I had a feeling of uneasiness such as I
churches; leadership training in theolog- had not experienced ·b efore, although
ical seminaries and other institutions only a few days ago I had remarked
of learning, whieh "must · always hold a that I did not see how this could conhigh priority in the task of worldwide tinue much longer without · having a
missions;" and ministries of love and serious effect on the attitude of Nimercy among masses of humanity in gerians toward us who serve in this
distress, "that the world may know the · country.
love of Jesus Christ."
"In Nigeria there has always been a
'To accompany this "fresh new .surge spirit of love and tolerance shown to•
forward in sharing Christ with the ward the white people who serve here.
whole world," Dr. Cauthen said, "there we· do continue to pray for the situatnlist be, sustained increase of mission- tion; we pray that in some way our
ary volunteers, sustained increase of Baptist people at home may be chalfinancial resources to send them, and lenged to realize more completely the
mighty intercessory prayer to hold them seriousness· of the conditions and the
near the heart of their Lord."
effect on the rest of the world."
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On mountain ledges
By Thelma C. Carter
lii!IHEN in high places, such as moun~tain ledges, peaks, and slopes, most
of us have a special warning sense that
protects us. "Be careful!" a still, small
voice within us seems to say. How grateful we are that the Creator gives us this
inner danger signal.
Wild creatures, too, must reco·g nize
danger, for many live in high mountain
areas. These animals have an almost
magical sense of danger when facing
loose rocks and 'narrow ledges.
·
You can see this careful behavior in
the actions · of your pet cat or dog. If
you place it on a ladder rung, it will
size up the distance to the ground before
it leaps.
Animals· usually stand back, with front
feet rigid. Then they study the situation
before them before moving. Naturalists
have studied the behavior of turtles, rats,

coyotes, leopards, weasels, and mountain
sheep and goats. They are am~ed at the
sense of looking before leaping that the
animals possess.
Turtles have their own way of sizing
up danger. They usually back away from
the edge of a mountain ledge. Then they
move about carefully until they find .a
safe sliding and tumbling . area.
Rats, coyotes, sheep, and goats leap
from ledge to ledge with amazing safety.
Leopards and all members of the cat
family have a keen sense of distance and
of a pinpoint area on· which to land.
Nature gives wild creatures soft pads on
their feet, claws, hoofs, and strong to·e s
to help them get a firm foothold.
The Heavenly Father has given all
creatures their instincts and abilities to
judge· danger.

,

Po San and the elephant
~MALL,

By

Verna
Turpin
Borsky

brown Po San hurried through the forest to the

·All at once the idea came to Po San. "Sir, I will take
Bo Gy to the river," he offered. "I will scrub ·him very clean."
elephants use their long tusks and trunks to· move logs that
To Po San's great joy, Mr. Kah bobbed his head yes. "Bo
have been cut from teak trees. Men ride the elephants to Gy knows you are his friend. He will go with you."
guide them.
Po San's back was straight and proud as he led the way
On this bright warm morning, Po San was surprised to out of the forest. Bo Gy plodded along behind, swinging his
find only six elephants at work. Always before he had seen trunk, fanning his great ears. When they came in sight of the
seven. Away he ran to find Mr. Kah, the man in charge.
·river) he raised his trunk and made hap.py whistling sounds.
"The elephant called Bo Gy is not working today. His rider
"Come, Big One," Po San shouted gaily.
Togeth~r they splashed into the water. It was warm and
is sick," explained Mr. Kah.
He pointed to a cleared place in the forest. There stood pleasant. Bo Gy sucked up a trunkful and' squirted it over his
the great elephant, Bo Gy. His lopg trunk drooped and also shoulders and back. Then he playfully squirted some on Po
his ears.
San. Po San laughed.
"He looks very sad,'' said Po San.
On the way to the river, the boy had picked up a piece
Mr. Kah nodded. "Bo Gy is lonely. He doesn't like to stand of tree bark. It was a kind of bark that ·becomes like soap
by himself while the other elephants are working."
when soaked in water. Bo Gy knelt in the river so that Po
Po San loved the elephants. He wished he could .make Bo San could use the bark to rub his big ears. Po San scrubbed
Gy happy. Suddenly he thought of something. Early that the clephant's back and his sides, as well as his long ivory
morning his mother had filled a cloth bag with food for his tusks.
lunch. Po San had carried it all the way from his little bamboo
After a while, the boys and the elephant waded to the
house in the village.
·
bank and stood in the ·sun. Po San swished a leafy tree branch
Now he peeked inside the bag. Urn- rice cakes, sweet yams, over Bo Gy to dry him.
.
Washing an elephant is hard 'work. Po San now felt tired.
roasted chestnuts! Yes, and she had put in several big golden
bananas, an elephant's "favorite food. Picking out an espec-i ally Back to the forest clearing where Mr. Kah waited for them
fine one, Po San walked slowly toward Bo Gy.
seemed a long way. Already his weary feet stumbled.
Then suddenl.Y, to his surprise, the boy felt himself swung
' · "Will you have one of my bananas, please?" he asked in
a friendly way.
.
into the air.
Bo Gy wag.g led his great ears. He raised his trunk and
"Ohl" he gasped, as he discovered that Bo Gy's long trunk
sniffed. Satisfied that Po San was a boy he could trust, he was wrapped about him.
.
took the banana with his trunk and popped it into his yawning
The elephant lifted him up, up, up. The next thing Po San
mouth. Po San gave him another and another, all the bananas knew, he was sitting on Bo Gy's broad neck, just behind the
he had . .The elephant ate them eager1y. Then he curled his great flapping ·ears.
'
trunk around the boy's shoulders and gently rubbed his cheek.
Bo Gy knew the way. With shuffling steps he carried Po
"He is saying thank you," laughed Mr. Kah.
San through the forest, not stopping until they reached llr.
Po San fondly patted the elephant's trunk. Now that he Kah. Again he wrapped ·his trunk around the boy, this time
was standing close, he could see that Bo Gy's grayish sltin lowering him to the ground. Then he gently nuzzled his cheek.
was covered with bits of dried mud.
"He is glad you gave him a bath," smiled Mr. Kah.
Mr. Kah explained .what had happened. "At night the ele- .
Po San hugged the elephant's trunk. He felt glad, too, glad
phants go in search of food, such as the tall, sweet elephant . that he had a friend like Bo Gy to carry him through tbe
grass. Often they wade through mud. Then in the morning they . forest when he was tired.
must be scrubbed clean at the river. Today, however, there
has been no one to g ive Bo Gy a b'ath."
(Sunday School Board Syno.!!eate, all rights resened

J;? place where the elephants worked. In his country of Burma,
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Middle of the Road

POTEN TIAL
By J . I.

COSSEY

POTENTIAL means power,
power means strength, strength
means force, force means energy,
and all these mean
influence. Influence
is
your
"pearl of great
, price."
Once you lose
your influence in
a community, you
may not be able
to stay there long
.
MR. cossEY
enough to regain
.it. Guard your influence as you
would your most valuable possession. Your influence is your most
potent gift from God and ·should
be given opportunity for growth.
If a church calls a pastor who
has no potential, it. has a "dud" instead of .a growing pastor. If ·a
preacher is called to a. chureh that
refuses to gi-ow, he has a "dud"
instead of a growing church .. I
have often wondered what would
happen if a dead church called a
dead preacher. Thete is one good
thing about such a. combinationthey can't drag each ot1J,er down.
But there is one bright thing about
being at the oottom-one can look
up.
A pastor· must have creative
power if he is to keep his church
on the highway of success. No
. pastor can develop a church without a world:.wide vision. He cannot
grow a program of world missions
with a wheel-barrow potential. But
he can raise himself from failure
as pastor to success with a positive
approach to his task. ·
You can develop the power to
lead people. People will follow as
fast as you lead. You can grow in
sermon preparation and delivery.
You can develop charm in the pul'Pit and out of it. When you have
charm and personality people will
love and follow you.
You .can learn the art of visitation and the things to say when
you meet people. One must be enOCTOBER 24, 1963

thusiastic, and move around with
alertness, no one likes a "drag."
One cannot _dream about enthusiasm, he must act enthusiastic.
Practice punctuality, no one
likes a tardy. There was once a
deacon who was always late, never
on time. He was known for always
being late.· Some one said, "There
would have to be two judgment
days. This deacon would not get
there .the first day." ..
' , Some preachers feel that they
have never had a challenging position. They think they have too
much ability · for· the little church
they have. I have' always been
called to churches that were down,
down, down, but I have .always
stayed until they outgrew me. All
"my pastorates have been too big
for my limited ability, but I surely have enjoyed my work with
them.
Don't feel sorry for yourself-and
complain that people have kept you
down-go to work. No one is
against yQu. On the contrary, peopie are ready to help anyone who
is trying to reach success. Why
live on a low limb? Go on up to
a high .limb. I{ you wa;nt a big

church, make the one you haw
big one. It will grow; give it a
· chance. Stay with your church for
a long, long pastorate. If you stay
yQu will have to make new sermons
and ·new sermons will make you
grow. Prepare new sermons each
week ,a nd your people will come out
to hear them.·
Remember that your ability to
grow is unlimited. Your church
will likely follow as fast as you
lead.

Published in July
Ancl Now In Its
Thircl Printing

,

Bill Wallace
of China
by Jesse C. Fletcher
"Surpasses even 'Borden of
Yale' .. . the irresistible challenge of ~ 'totally committed
life."- Merri/1 D. Moore, ell·
ecutive director, Southern Baptist Stewardsh ip Commission.

(26b) $2.95
Order this Broadman Book from Your

BAPTIST BOOK STORE

. . . . . ...... .

.
Who landed
that big order?*

• *In FT.. SMITH, ·

that is! .

BILL DID!
(But Central Airlines
helped/) '
Bill has a knack with the order
book. , . flies CENTRAL all over
the map. What a bargain I
With the , time and effort he
saves, Bill makes about twice
as many calls as he did in the
old road-runner days, (And
Mom and the kids- five
girls, two boys-always have .
the car.) ·

FT.

SMITH

$11.35
(one way- plus tax)

Take the Highro.a d.,,
FLY
c

CENTRAL AIRLINES
Call FR 4-6418

..· • .......... . .

or see your travei agent.
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Sunday School L e s s o n - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -

Chr is ti a n ·Io v e·
1

BY JOHN R. ·MADDOX, PASTOR
FIRST CHURCH, CAMDEN

Lesson Text: I Cor. 11:2-18:18
October 27, 1968
A. Christian Love Demands that We
Approach the Worship Hour with Dignity and in the Proper Spirit of Worship.
I

THIS was a lesson
which needed to be
learned by some at
the church in Corinth, and Paul se~
verely rebuked them
for the wrong spjrit
in worship and for
their
gross
misbehavior. He was
insisting that the
Lord's table is no ~
·place for gluttony
. DR. MADDOX
and drunkeness. Paul
was disappointed by the actions of some
before the partaking of the Lord's Supper and during the observance pf the
ordinance. For the real purpose of the
Lord's Supper is to bring us closer to
Christ as we think of the tremendous
sacrifice Jesus made upon the cross to
provide salv~tion for all who believ~d
in Him,
B. Christian Love Demands that
Christians Realize that Each is a Part
of the Whole.

tions in this article). This shows the
unity of the entire bod¥. "Now you are
the body of Christ, and individually
members of it" (I Cor. 12:27). Each
has his own ability and each is responsible to use his own talents. We are not
to covet the gift someone else has, but
we are to be faithful with the gift
which has been given us.
C. Christian Love Teaches Us that
the Greatest Spiritual Gift a .Christian
Can Have is Love.
PAUL had been doing a good job discussing the subject of gifts, but Paul's
conclusion is that the Christian should
truly seek the greater gifts. Many people give the 13th chapter of First Corinthians the prominence of being the
"Love Chapter" of the Bible. This is not
the type of "love" so many people think
of when they are merely infatuated with
another person, or when they think well
of another person. But this "love"
spoken of here is the greatest possible
love, like the love God has for us in
sending His only Son to die on the
cross that 1'whosoeve.r t.rusts in !lim
,should not .p erish, but have everlast
ing life" (John 3:16b).

Without this real love all else is in
EACH Christian has his own gifts.
These gifts differ, but all are greatly vain (I Cor. 13:1-3). We may be charitaneeded in the work of God's kingdom. ble to the poor,· even to the extent of
It takes all Christians, each with his giving them all of our possessions, but
own gift, to carry on the work of Christ this in itself is not enough. We might
properly. Paul illustrates this with the even. give our body in sacrifice and in
necessity of each member of the human no sense be the gainer. We must have
body. No part of the body is to feel that this real,. love in our hearts, which can
it is not needed, but each has its own only be attained as Christ is allowed to
function. If every member of the body have full cont:rol of our hearts and lives.
were an eye, then we would not be able
to hear, or smell, or walk. Therefore, ' . Paul then gives us a picture of Jesus
each is important and needed. And so and the characteristics we as Christ's
it is with ·C hristians who make up the followers ought to have: "Love suffers
church of the living God.
long and is kind; love envies not; love
makes no parade, is, not 'puffed up, is
Each Christian has certain gifts, or
not rude, nor selfish, nor easily protalents, and each must use these tal•
voked. Love bears no malice, never reents, which have been assigned to him
joices over wrong-doing, but rejoices
by the Holy Spirit, to the best of his
when truth rejoices. It knows how to
a bility. When all Christians do thls,
be silent, it is trustful, hopeful, patient,
then the work of Christ will be carried enduring. Love never fails" (I Cor.
out in a 'balanced .and proper way: 13:4-Sa).
"When one member suffers, all the others suffer with it; and when one memLove is the most powerful force in
ber is honored, all the members are glad the world. It is the very essence of the
with it" (I Cor. 12:26). <Montgomery nature of God for "God is love." It is
_translation is being used in the quota- the will of God that all people possess
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this irresistible and eternal quality. The
one who has this love will be willing
to endure anything for the sake of
Christ and the accomplishing of His
will. He will not be puffed up over self
and his possessions for he will be thinking of others. Love will cause Christians to do their job f or the Lord well.
It might be teaching a Sunday School
class, being a department superintendent, or a deacon. Love· demands that we
fil! our responsibilities to the best of
our ability.
This chapter clo'ses with a great message for us. We learn that the immature
Christian has a dimmed vision and a
partial ·knowledge. The more mature
the •Christian becomes, the better he is
able to .see spiritual thirigs and the
more he will be able to understand
spiritual truths and experiences ·which
come to him through this life.
Some commentators feel .that Paul is
sayi:ng that the culmination of verse 12
in the 13th chapter can be attained in
the flesh, as one becomes ·a mature
Christian, that Paul is here only contrasting immature with mature. Chris.tians. Others feel that it goes a little
further, that seeing "face to ftwe" and
knowing "even as also we are known"
will only be completely fulfilled beyond
this body of flesh . . I tend' to feel that
the latter is more fully bringing out the
meaning o~ this passage, that as long
as we are· in these ·bodies we will be
somewhat limited.
The reference made to "see through a
glass darkly" is· interesting, for they
did not use glass and mirrors as . we
do. This refers to seeing in an imperfect way, or in a blurred way. For
some sort of polished metal was used
for a mirror at that time. These did
not reproduce flawlessly the person
who was before it. This greater vision
carries the meaning of "facing eye to
eye"; this is better than a blurred . vision. As ·to the knowledge, it implies
"full knowledge," knowing fu~ly even as
we are fully known to God. 'Things we
have not been able to understand here
as Christians will be fully understood
by us one day. We will know that God's
will for us is indeed better and proper,
and that any other way would have
been disastrous.
The climax of this chapter comes
when Paul tells us that the following
things endure: fllith, hope, and love
(selflessness). But then he says that
"love" is the greatest of these three.
May ours be the goal of loving God
supremely, and loving our fellowman
as we love ourselves, fo r this is what
our Saviour, Jesus Christ, taught us to
do. May this love be made manifest in
our everyday life and activities. lfq
our living be lived within the cirele of
God's will, and may it bring glo!7 to
God and cause many to accept Jeaaa u
Saviour.
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ward to seeing many of you during our
stay in the States 'and we are grateful
for w~at you have meant to us and to
the mission cause around the world' and
if we can be of service to you please
call up(,n us.
· Trust this finds .you all well and the
Lord blessing you in your efforts wherever you may serve · llim,-Claud,
Frances, Linda, La Donna, Larrjt and
Allen ' Bumpus, 6'17 N. Murphy, El
Dorado

Wedded bli~s
HUSBAND: "Wei), my dear, 1. have
carried you safely over all the' rough
places of life, haven't I?"
Wife: "Yes, and I don't think you
have missed any of them."

And it was a dark night
FUMBEL: "What are you doing with
that red lantern?"
Dumbell: "I just found it. Some.
foolish person left it beside a hole in
the road."

All thumbs anyway
BILL: "How dicl Ed 'burt his hand?"
Jack: "Reckless driving.''
Bill: "Smash up his car?"
,
Jack: "No, just his finger. He missed
the nail."

Men or women?
SOME people have two ideas about
a secret-it's either. not worth keeping '
or it's to·o good to keep.
OCTOBER 24, 1963

AHendance Report
Oetober 13

_Big job
"HOW many men have you got working for you now?"
"You're ta.lking to him."

.Basic training

8q11UJ' Tnlnlu• Addl·

Clnuch
Alpena, F irst
Barling, Firat
Berryville, First
Blytheville, East Main
Camden
Cullendale Firat
First

~~~.::it' i/:l'es

School
72
1(3

183
291
466
593
90

Gap

56~

Dumas, First

A PRIVATE in a boot camp called out · El Dorado
to a khaki-clad figure, '·'Hey, Mack, go.t
~~\Main
the time ? "
· Fort Smith
· The figure halted, wheeled, strode over • Fi~~ions
to the private and told him the time.
Grand Avenue
To the soldier's utter panic, the figure
Te~~j~on
turned out to b~ a general'.
Trinity
,
"I beg your pardon, sir," the -TOOkie Green
Forest, First
Rudd Mission
blurted. "I didn't mean no disrespect. I Harrison, Eagle Heights
didn't notice you were an. officer, sir!" Heber Springs, First
Crossroads Mission
"That's okay, buddy," said the gen- Huntsville, Calvary
eral . . "But you should thank your lucky Ja~~~~ville
stars I'm not a second lieutenant."
Fimt

Half truth
HUSBANp: "But, darling, haven't I
always given you my pay on the first of
the month?"
Wife: "Yes, but you never told me yqu
were paid twice · a month."

Last laugh

LeHera
(Contbuaed

A Smile or Two

.,._ "SENATOR, your speecli was superfluPU!i!, simply superfluous," a woman
admirer said.
"I'm glad you like it," he said, tongue
in cheek. "I hope to have it published
posthumously."
".W onderful! Just wonderful," she replied: "I hope it will be soon."

GBS on· love
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194
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25
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Marshall R<1ad
.Jonesboro
Central
Nettleton
Lavaca First
Little Rock
First '
White ;Rock
Highway
Immanuel
Kerr
Rosedale '
McGehee, First
Chapel
Monticello, .Second
North Crossett, Mt. Olive
North Little .Ro~k
Barin&: Cross
•
Southside
Camp Robinson
Calvary
Gravel Ridge
Runyan Chapel .
Park Hill
Sherwood Fimt
Sylvan Hilla
Piggott, First
Pine Bluft, Centennial
Siloam SprinltB, Fil'llt
Springdale
Caudle Ave,
First
Van Buren

Union
55
66
.85
123

SOME years ago Bernard Shaw was
194
603
addressing a women's club in ·London, • E!~~d
36
86
the subject of his talk being whether Vandervoort First
· 67
47
297
112
.
e
ople
really
died
f~:om
br.oken
hearts.
Warren,
Immanuel
P
Chapel
68
84
At one point he told of a friend who
loved a girl very much, but for certain
More leaders needed
reasons couldn't marcy her. '
"And did ·he· die?'" aslhid a woman in
MEMPHIS-State Brotherhood leadthe audience.
"Yes," Shaw replied ' dryly, "fifty ers need to concentrate on training
more leaders at the associational and
years later."
'
·church levels if Southern Baptists are
going to meet the challenge of men and
Did she .accept?
boys' work.
T·hat's the advice E. R. Eller, of
SAID one· young woman to another, Easley, S.C., an associational superin"I understand . that the congregations tendent of missions, gave 38 state
at your church are very small. Is that Brotherhood leaders here. The three-day·
so?" ·
·'
planning meeting was sponsored by the ·
"Yes,'l replied the other, "so . small Brotherhood Commission of the Southin fact that every time the minister ern Baptist Convention. ·
.
says 'Dearly Beloved' you feet' as if
Warning against the practice of conyou had· received a proposal.': .
ducting statewide workshops, Eller, suPiedmont
Baptist
perintimderit' of
Association, said attendance at such
There's a ·moral here
events is slim because of time involved,
A YOUNG secretary ·on~e found a. $1 travel costs and indifference.
bill on the road. F:I'om that time on,
"One solution to trained leadership is
she never lifted her eyes from the to take more clinics out to. where the
ground when walking. In the course people are," he said. "I'm· aware this will
<1f 20 · years,. ·She ·accumulated 19,616 . take more· ·nioney and more state leadbuttons, 28,101 pins, 7 pennies, 1 nickel, ers. But unless we do more, we .,.;!11 one
a bent hack and a. miserable ,disposi- day face· the slogan of 'too little and
· tion: ·
too late.' "
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Opposes 'Sarita BoycoH'
NASHVILLE (EP>-The president of
the largest Negro Baptist group in
America· declared here members of his
race should not endorse a proposed boycott of Santa ·•Claus.
This has been suggested by a few
Negro leaders, in memqry of the church
bombing in Birmingham where four
Negro girls died.
'
Dr. Joseph H. Jaekson of Chicago,
president of the · National Baptist Convention, U. S. A~. Inc., told a predominantly 'Negro audience in Nashville the
Rest area for tourists
boycott of Santa Claus was suggested
SHERIDAN, ~rk. (·E P)-The Center because Santa Claus "is a white man's
·
·
Grove !Methodist congregation here has · idea."
Jokingly he remarked, "How many of
provided an area for travel-weary tourists to stop for picnic-style meals, re- my little pleasures are you fellows going
,
laxation and meditation at the church to take away?"
·R esuming his main theme, Dr. Jackson
grounds at U. S. Highway 270.
A prayer room, a pi~nic area and play- continued: "Negroes have never had a
ground are I available to the general white Santa Claus. We may have put on
a white face but that was a false one.
public.
Always we have had a colored Santa
Carl Mcintire of Clinton, Miss., reClaus.
cently left the following note at the
"There's no use to boycott the whole
church: "We Mississippi ·B aptists appreSanta Claus idea, just pull off the false
ciate the thoughtfulness of you Arkansas
Methodists in providing this nice picnic face."
area and play apparatus for th-r kids.
We enjoyed our -stop."
The project was completed at low Law facing challenge
cost because members of the congregaSOUTH CHINA, Me. <EP)-'l'he new
tion prepared the grounds and placed
Sunday sales law enacted by the . Maine
equipment.
legislature faces its first challenge here.
A large store which has consistently
opposed Sunday closing has devised a
LoHery controls?
method by which it hopes to remain open
•OONOORD, N. H. (.EP)-The execu- without violating the statute.
tive director of the New Hampshire
Maine's law specifies that Sunday
'Sweep.stakes Commission said .here that business must be confined to establishthe state lottery, bitterly opposed by ments which do not employ more than
Protestant leaders before its establish- five persons and do not have more than
·ment, will not fall into the hands of 5,000 square feet of selling spa·ce.
"thieves, racketeers and bums."
In order to circumvent the new law,
•Edward J. Powers, an FBI agent in the five owners of a large store here
Boston before his appointment, said the reportedly laid off 16 employees and
name and address will be required of staffed the store themselves on .Sunday.
eaeh purchaser of a sweepstakes ticket.
The store has 25,000 square feet of
He announced that it had been decided floor space, but 'the 'owners claim they
to limit the sale of ticke~s to 10 to a are within the new law by operating it
customer at any given time.
themselves.
·

In t4e world of religion
•••• A PLAN to merge The Methodist Church and the Evangelical United Brethren
Church into a new "United Methodist Church" was adopted in Chicago at a recent
meeting of union commissions from the two denominations. Talks and study have
been underway for about eight years, and the merger could take effect by 1968
if approved by the two Churches. At present Methodists number 1..,234,986 members.
Membership 'in the Evangelical United Brethren Church is 761,754.
.
•••• Pope. Paul VI marked his 66th b~day oil September 26 by telecasting a
message to the United States. Telstar, the communications satellite, was used to
carry his greeting to Georgetown University, Jesuit inst1tution marking its 175th
anniversary in Washington. D. C •
• • • • Official figures published in the annual report of the West German Govem·
ment revealed that of the total population of 56 million in the West German Federal
Republ.c and West Berlin, 51 per cent are Protest~; and 44 per cent are Roman
Catholics. Three per cent are religiously unaffiliated. Comparative figures for 1953
were 51.2, 45.2, and 3.3 per cent.
,
•••• Building aetivity by private hospitals and institutions, many of them churchrelated, set a new high record for a single month, re&C:hing $99 million in August.
This was $8 million above July and $16 mil~n above August a year ago. Construc•
tion for the first eight months of this year is $666 million. compared with $579
aillion in the same period. during 1962.-Burvey Bulletin

'News for You'
SUOOESS of the easiest newspaper in
the world shows the trend of Christiau'
concern for persons with limited readinc
ability. This unique paper, Neww fw
You, is published at 1011 Harriaoo
Street, Syracuse, N. Y., bJ' Robert IAabaeh, former visiting profeaor at Caner
School of ·Missions aDd son of worldfamed missionary and "ApGIItle to the
Illiterates;" Frank C. Laubech.
News For You is used bJ' adult education programs, literacy coDDCila, pn..
chaplains, and concerned indiriduala who
provide subSICriptions for their papi)a ad
friends of limited reading abilit7. Of
particular interest to Chriati&DB ia ita
use with the persons within the ahadcnn
of the local church who are fnDetioaal
illiterates. Church groups are Prcmdiac
subscriptions for a growing nWD~~F af
such persons.
The paper is an adult weekly coveriac
national and international news, complete with pictures provided by International News Service. It is written in
a vivid, interesting style by a staff of
gradua~ journalists. Edward Amold, ita
graphic arts consultant, served this pa.A
summer in developing the new format
for Louisiana's Baptist Message.
News For You has jumped in two
years to a circulation approaehing 20,000
with readers in 40 states and 18 foreip
countries. But according to Editor Caroline Blakely, its potential readership ia
over 12 million adults. Printed in three
levels, it provides a ladder of liter&CJ
for those just learning to read, the
foreign-hom just learning English, aDd
those with. limited ability.
The Sunday .School 'Board's new "'Sunday 'School Lessons Simplified" and the
Home Missions Board's work in literacy
are reflections of the growing compassion for the 10 per cent of America· that
is functionally illiterate. "Southern Baptists are doing more to meet this problem than any other denomination," san
one Laubach publication.
Details on the use of News For You
are available from the ·Laubach. Literacy
Fund, Inc., 1011 Harrison Street, Syracuse, New York-13210.---lReporter

